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FOREWORD

The European Union is a strong believer in globalisation’s potential for positive change. By harnessing the creative power of people and enterprises across the world, globalisation can improve living conditions for all. The ultimate purpose of our economy is to contribute to human development.

We also believe that globalisation needs to take place within a system of international norms in order to ensure its contribution to social and economic development, in full respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. Indeed, we see these two goals as mutually reinforcing.

The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights are an important new step in the development of international norms that will help to realise the full potential of globalisation. Their implementation is integral to the European Union’s human rights strategy and to the European Commission’s policy on corporate social responsibility. Similarly, European Union Member States have committed to develop their own national plans for implementing the UN Guiding Principles.

We are pleased to present this practical guide for oil and gas companies on how to ensure respect for human rights. The guide, which is not a legally binding document, translates the expectations of the UN Guiding Principles into the particular context of the oil and gas sector. It is the fruit of intensive consultations with business people, trade union representatives, representatives of human rights organisations and other experts. We are very grateful to them all.

The European Union offers this guidance as a contribution towards global efforts to implement the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. We welcome the prospect of further engagement with governments, enterprises, civil society, and other actors from all regions of the world. And we appreciate the need for close dialogue and partnership with international organisations, including the United Nations, the International Labour Organisation and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.

Not so long ago environmental management was something that concerned only a small number of companies. For many companies it has today become a natural part of doing business, considered vital for long-term success. We have a similar vision for the future of business and human rights: where respecting human rights is understood as being an intrinsic part of business excellence.

Antonio Tajani
Vice-President of the European Commission
Enterprise and Industry

Stavros Lambrinidis
EU Special Representative on Human Rights
Part 1

About This Guide
About This Guide

Objectives of the Guide

This Guide applies the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (“Guiding Principles”) to the specific context of the oil and gas (“O&G”) sector. Recognising that each company is different, it is intended to help O&G companies “translate” respect for human rights into their own systems and company cultures. It summarises what the Guiding Principles expect, offers a range of ideas and examples for how to put them into practice, and links the user to additional resources that can support their work. It does not propose a set management system but rather leaves companies the flexibility they need to implement the Guiding Principles in their own particular circumstances. The Guide’s various sections can be referred to as and when needed during the on-going process of implementation. The Guide is not intended to be legally binding.

The Guiding Principles were unanimously endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council in 2011 and are now the authoritative global reference point on business and human rights. They are based on the three pillars of the UN “Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework, which recognise the complementary but distinct roles of states and business in protecting and respecting human rights. The three pillars are:

- The state duty to protect against human rights abuses by third parties, including businesses, through effective policies, legislation, regulations and adjudication;
- The corporate responsibility to respect human rights, meaning that companies should avoid infringing on the rights of others and address negative impacts with which they are involved; and
- The need for greater access to effective remedy for victims of business-related human rights abuses, through both judicial and non-judicial means.

Since this Guide is intended for companies, it focuses on implementation of the corporate responsibility to respect human rights. It builds on the Interpretive Guide, developed by the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, with the support of Professor Ruggie, the author of the Guiding Principles. It takes the reader through the key steps expected of companies, from setting out their commitment to respect human rights, to identifying and addressing their human rights risks, to providing remedy where actual harms occur.

The Guide also takes into account, wherever possible, the role of states in ensuring the rule of law and meeting their duty to protect human rights through effective laws and policies and by investigating, punishing and redressing any abuses that occur. States’ obligations and companies’ responsibilities are independent of each other. However, the Guide recognises that where governments are unwilling or unable to meet their own human rights obligations, this makes it more challenging for O&G companies to avoid being involved in harm to individuals’ human rights.

“No one size fits all” when it comes to putting respect for human rights into practice. Most oil and gas companies will not start with a “blank slate” – they are likely to have a range of existing policies and processes that are relevant to respecting human rights, as well as an established corporate culture or set of values that guide the company’s actions. Operating environments differ widely and it is important that O&G companies develop locally appropriate solutions that are consistent with human rights when responding to local impacts.

Finally, the Guide recognises that implementing respect for human rights across a company’s activities and business relationships is not simple. It takes commitment, resources and time to embed respect for human rights into the ways that a large and diverse workforce thinks and acts. Moreover, companies rarely control all the

Background to the UN Guiding Principles

The Guiding Principles and UN Framework were developed by the former Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Business and Human Rights, Harvard Professor John Ruggie, over the six years of his mandate from 2005 – 2011. Based on extensive research and consultations with representatives from government, business, and civil society (including trade unions, NGOs and legal and academic experts) across all continents, they gained broad acceptance and support. A new expert UN Working Group is now the UN body responsible for promoting implementation of the Guiding Principles and UN Framework.

There are several important international standards that draw directly on the Guiding Principles including: the revised OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the IFC Performance Standards, and the ISO 26000 Social Responsibility Guidance. What does this mean for business? Convergence around the Guiding Principles should lead to fewer conflicting standards and consistent expectations.
circumstances in which they operate; those contexts may change rapidly; and serious human rights dilemmas may arise. Implementation of the Guiding Principles is therefore a process of continuous improvement, and this Guide itself reflects learning that will continue to evolve.

Scope of the Guide

- **Upstream focus:** The Guide concentrates on upstream activities of O&G companies throughout the project lifecycle from pre-feasibility, through feasibility, development (including construction), implementation (including production), to decommissioning and post-closure. It therefore also focuses on the business actors involved in those activities, whether on-shore or off-shore, including international O&G companies, national O&G companies, joint ventures, exploration companies, pipeline companies, oil service companies and other contractors.

- **Human rights content:** The Guide covers respect for all internationally recognised human rights, including human rights of workers and the rights of individuals or groups in a position of heightened vulnerability or marginalisation (such as women, children and indigenous peoples).

- **Companies’ activities and business relationships:** The Guide applies to O&G companies’ own activities and to their business relationships with third parties. This includes companies’ direct relationships and those that are one or more steps removed in the value chain.

- **Companies of all sizes:** The Guide should be useful to all sizes of O&G companies engaged in upstream activities, with varying types of ownership and structure. Wherever possible, attention is given to approaches that may be more appropriate for smaller companies in the sector.

- **Global applicability:** The Guide takes particular account of the experience of EU companies, but aims to be as globally applicable as possible. It is relevant to EU companies operating inside and outside the EU, recognising that some non-EU contexts can raise the greatest challenges. It should also be useful to companies whose headquarters are outside the EU.

Audience of the Guide

This Guide is for those practitioners in O&G companies who have the lead responsibility for human rights issues, whatever function or department they sit in, at the corporate or business unit level. It offers a range of approaches that they can take and tailor to the needs of different departments, functions and individuals within their companies, in ways that make sense within their own systems and cultures.

This Guide should also be of use to those who are interested in promoting respect for human rights in the O&G sector, including trade unions, NGOs, representatives of affected communities, investors, industry associations, multi-stakeholder initiatives, governments, and consumer organisations.

Structure of the Guide

The Guide is divided into the following parts:

- **Part 1: About this Guide**
- **Part 2: Human Rights and the Oil and Gas Sector**
- **Part 3: Putting Respect for Human Rights into Practice** – which explores implementation of each of the six core elements of the corporate responsibility to respect. For each element, the Guide addresses the same key points:
  - “What do the Guiding Principles Require?”
  - “Why is this Important?”
  - “What are the Steps Involved?”, with each step supported by “Key Points for Implementation”, and a range of “Possible Approaches” that draw on good practice
  - “Where to Start” guidance for companies that are just beginning to engage with these issues
  - “Questions to Ask” to test consistency of a company’s approaches with the Guiding Principles

- **Annexes:** Key Resources and Key Concepts
Part 2

Human Rights and the Oil & Gas Sector
Human Rights and the Oil & Gas Sector

Human Rights Impacts in the Oil & Gas Sector

Human rights are basic standards aimed at securing dignity and equality for all. Every human being is entitled to enjoy them without discrimination. They include the rights contained in the “International Bill of Human Rights” – meaning the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Those documents set out a range of rights and freedoms such as the rights to life, to freedom of expression, to privacy, to education, and to favourable conditions of work, to name a few. Internationally-recognised human rights also include the principles concerning fundamental rights set out in the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, which addresses freedom of association and collective bargaining, forced labour, child labour and non-discrimination. In addition, some potentially vulnerable or marginalised individuals and groups are the subject of international human rights instruments that help provide clarity on how human rights apply to them (for more on this, see Section II-A). (See Annex 1 for a list of relevant instruments.)

Responsible oil and gas companies have become increasingly active in recent years in understanding and addressing the range of human rights issues linked to their operations. They recognise that they can both positively and negatively impact their staff, the workers in their supply chains, or the communities around their operations.

The O&G sector plays an important role in supporting development through the provision of energy and the generation of significant revenues. These revenues can in turn contribute to poverty reduction (if well managed) and the realisation of many human rights, including rights to work, to health, to an adequate standard of living and to education. The sector is also a significant employer of highly skilled workers. Moreover, O&G companies that respect human rights tend to have strong health and safety performance, reduced environmental effects from their operations, and sustainable relationships with local communities that benefit from their presence.

On the other hand, where O&G companies do not pay enough attention to human rights, they can and do have negative impacts. This can lead to very real costs for the individuals whose rights are affected. It can also bring costs to O&G companies themselves, as a result of operational delays, lawsuits, reduced employee satisfaction, lost opportunities in expansion or new investments, and reputational harm.

Several large companies have come together with governments and civil society groups to launch multi-stakeholder initiatives aimed at preventing negative human rights impacts and maximising positive ones in the extractive industry more broadly, most notably through the Voluntary Principles for Security and Human Rights, and the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative. The global oil and gas industry organisation for environmental and social issues, IPIECA, has also undertaken important work to develop tools and support good practice with regard to respect for human rights, as have some regional associations.

Operating Contexts and Host State Challenges

The extent to which O&G companies may be involved with negative human rights impacts will be heavily influenced by both their operating context and the practices of their business partners. Both factors will shape the policies, processes and practices they need in order to prevent and address such impacts.

The locations where O&G companies operate (whether on or off-shore) are determined by where resources exist. The exploitation of natural resources can generate large revenues that enable states to foster growth, reduce poverty and help ensure the realisation of human rights. However, in states where governance is weak, such exploitation may instead contribute to poverty, corruption, crime and conflict with all the associated negative impacts on individuals’ human rights. When states fail to meet their duty to protect human rights, the responsibility of O&G companies to respect human rights does not change; however, it can become all the more challenging for them to meet that responsibility in practice. The scale of these challenges depends largely on the extent to which:
Appropriate legislation exists and is enforced in areas relevant to the sector’s impacts such as the human rights of workers, environmental protection and land title and usage;

There is rule of law, including access for victims of human rights abuse to justice;

There is adequate regulation and oversight of public security forces;

There are efforts to combat corruption and provide revenue transparency;

The government protects human rights in the terms of investment agreements and has the capacity to ensure their implementation;

There is a strong civil society presence.

Where these conditions are weak or absent, merely obeying domestic laws is unlikely to be sufficient to demonstrate respect for human rights. Companies will typically need to do further, enhanced human rights due diligence to meet the increased challenges, as will be discussed in Part 3 of the Guide.

Business Relationships

Historically, the majority of companies directly involved in the production of oil and gas were international O&G companies. Today they are outnumbered by national O&G companies, most of which are wholly or partly state-owned. Of these national companies, some operate only within their home state while others operate in multiple countries. Many national O&G companies have only recently started to engage with human rights issues, recognising that they have the same responsibility to respect human rights as other companies in the sector. In addition, the state’s role in their ownership and management means that the state duty to protect human rights is relevant to how their business is conducted.

O&G operations are generally long-term investments (often 40–50 years), based on agreements with the host state that are negotiated during the initial exploration phase. These agreements may affect the state’s ability to protect human rights. They can also reduce or increase a company’s ability to respect human rights throughout the life of the investment, for instance to the extent they constrain or enable meaningful consultations with communities in advance of a project, or set shared expectations for how all members of a joint venture should implement a project.

The majority of O&G operations are undertaken by joint venture partnerships between a number of international O&G companies or between international and national O&G companies. They often enter into agreements to jointly bid for the management of a certain asset and then reach a joint operating agreement to share the operational and financial burdens and risks of the project. One partner will be designated as the operator (often the one with the most significant financial investment). When operating outside their home states, international O&G companies are usually required to contract with the relevant national company. The national company may then act as the operator, with the international company providing technical or other expertise and/or financial support.

Companies in the O&G sector – in particular the larger ones – typically have numerous contractor relationships for O&G field services and other activities. Those contractors may be international, national or local. Contractors have their own responsibility to respect human rights. In practice, smaller contractors may be less aware of, or lack the capacity to meet, this responsibility. This poses risks to the O&G company that is relying on them, as will be discussed in Part 3 of the Guide.

Understanding Potential Negative Impacts

While this Guide acknowledges the range of positive impacts that the oil and gas sector can have on human rights, respecting rights – that is, the avoidance of harm to human rights – is the baseline expectation of all companies. The Guide therefore focuses on the prevention, mitigation and remediation of negative human rights impacts.

The following matrix provides examples of the kinds of negative impacts that O&G companies may have. It is not intended to imply that every company will have these impacts, nor does it represent the full range of potential impacts of an activity. Rather, it is illustrative of the kinds of impacts that may arise and the rights that may be involved.
The matrix is structured in the following way:

- On the vertical axis, it lists a number of typical activities of upstream O&G companies;
- On the horizontal axis, it lists some of the key stakeholder groups that upstream O&G activities may impact upon;
- In each box it gives an example of an impact that the particular activity may sometimes have on the stakeholder group, and the human rights that can be affected.

The matrix aims to show that:

- Different types of activities can have quite distinct impacts on different human rights;
- Negative impacts can happen throughout the project life cycle, not just at the start;
- Different kinds of negative impacts can fall on different groups, and even on individuals within certain groups. Impacts can be more severe where individuals or groups are vulnerable or marginalised.

### Analytical Framework for Assessing Potential Impacts of Company Activities on Stakeholder Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Workers</th>
<th>Supply Chain/ Contractor Workers</th>
<th>Affected Communities</th>
<th>Vulnerable or Marginalised Groups</th>
<th>Other Relevant Groups...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land Acquisition/ Resettlement</td>
<td>E.g., Staff are required to carry out resettlement processes amidst strong resistance and conflict with affected communities, exposing them to risks to their safety – Rights to Life, Liberty and Security of the Person, Right to Highest Attainable Standard of Health</td>
<td>E.g., Contractor staff from local communities are involved in activities to acquire land in the face of local opposition, exposing them to retaliation by other community members - Right to Security of the Person</td>
<td>E.g., Compensation policies and processes are flawed, such as compensating for crops not land, below market rate compensation, or failure to compensate individuals who hold customary title to the land – Right to an Adequate Standard of Living, Right to Housing</td>
<td>E.g., Land acquisition process does not allow sufficient time to consult meaningfully with indigenous peoples, and obtain their consent where necessary – Rights of Indigenous Peoples, including Right to Self-Determination and Cultural Property rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilling/ Seismic Testing</td>
<td>E.g., Staff are pressured to obtain access agreements from resistant local landowners under extreme time pressure, leading to severe stress – Right to Highest Attainable Standard of Health</td>
<td>E.g., in remote areas, contractor staff are provided with poor living and housing conditions in worker camps – Right to Just and Favourable Conditions of Work, Right to Highest Attainable Standard of Health</td>
<td>E.g., Communities have restricted access to land/ fishing grounds due to drilling/ dredging activities/ seismic campaigns and are not provided with appropriate compensation – Right to an Adequate Standard of Living, Right to Food, Right to Liberty of Movement</td>
<td>E.g., Seismic testing results in destruction of sacred sites or places of cultural heritage belonging to indigenous peoples – Rights of Indigenous Peoples, including Right to Self-Determination and Cultural Property rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction of Facilities/Pipelines</td>
<td>E.g., Staff are pressured to work excessive amounts of overtime, or to abstain from taking religious holidays, to meet a project schedule – Right to Just and Favourable Conditions of Work, Non-discrimination</td>
<td>E.g., Migrant workers’ passports are taken away by recruitment and employment agencies supplying workers for construction, and/or such workers are subjected to high fees, placing them in a position of bonded labour – Freedom from all forms of Forced or Compulsory Labour</td>
<td>E.g., Access to land needed for cattle grazing is restricted due to a pipeline route, with inadequate consultation and compensation; or the pipeline route blocks children’s route to school, with inadequate consultation and mitigation measures – Right to an Adequate Standard of Living, Right to Education</td>
<td>E.g., Failure to prepare for influx of mostly male construction workers results in increased sexual exploitation of/abuse against local women and children and a rise in HIV/AIDS – Rights to Life, Liberty and Security of the Person, Prohibition Against Torture, Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment, children’s rights (eg Freedom from Sexual Exploitation), Right to an Adequate Standard of Living, Right to Highest Attainable Standard of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Management</td>
<td>E.g., Staff are exposed to petrochemicals without adequate preparation and training for handling potential industrial risks – Right to Highest Attainable Standard of Health</td>
<td>E.g., Contractor staff lack adequate protective equipment during the clean up of spills/leakages – Right to Just and Favourable Conditions of Work</td>
<td>E.g., Air and water emissions are not effectively controlled, impacting on local community’s land and environment – Right to an Adequate Standard of Living, Right to an Adequate Standard of Health, Right to Food, Right to Access to Clean Water and Sanitation</td>
<td>E.g., Due to the new location where communities have been resettled, women and children are required to travel greater distances to secure water supplies without protection – Rights to Life, Liberty and Security of the Person, Right to an Adequate Standard of Living, Right to Water and Sanitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Workers</td>
<td>Supply Chain/Contractor Workers</td>
<td>Affected Communities</td>
<td>Vulnerable or Marginalised Groups</td>
<td>Other Relevant Groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Resources Management</strong></td>
<td>E.g., Full-time staff and/or agency workers lack the opportunity to join a legitimate trade union – Right to Form and Join a Trade Union and Right to Collective Bargaining</td>
<td>E.g., On-site contractors are subject to poorer employment conditions than company employees and lack access to any grievance mechanism. – Right to Just and Favourable Conditions of Work, Non-Discrimination; Right to Form and Join a Trade Union and Right to Collective Bargaining</td>
<td>E.g., Job seekers from local communities are excluded from the company/contractor’s selection process because of bias in the recruitment system that favours the dominant ethnic group – Non-Discrimination</td>
<td>E.g., Failure to foster a workplace that is free from severe forms of harassment of women – Non-Discrimination, Prohibition Against Torture, Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security</strong></td>
<td>E.g., Use of force by security providers leads to threats from local community against company workers – Rights to Life, Liberty and Security of the Person</td>
<td>E.g., Private security providers lack opportunity to join a legitimate trade union – Right to Form and Join a Trade Union and Right to Collective Bargaining</td>
<td>E.g., Security providers use force to break up a peaceful community protest – Right to Security of the Person, Freedom of Assembly</td>
<td>E.g., Private security providers are hired from the dominant ethnic/racial group, with a subsequent rise in harassment and assaults against vulnerable or marginalised individuals from minority groups – Non-discrimination, Right to Security of the Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Planning/Management of Decommissioning</strong></td>
<td>E.g., Agency workers are given risky decommissioning work and no follow up health checks – Right to Just and Favourable Conditions of Work, Right to Highest Attainable Standard of Health</td>
<td>E.g., Contractor staff are dismissed without payment of benefits due to them – Right to Just and Favourable Conditions of Work</td>
<td>E.g., Lack of proper rehabilitation of industrial sites leads to long-term pollution resulting in erosion of food and water resources over time – Right to an Adequate Standard of Living, Right to Food, Right to Water and Sanitation, Right to Highest Attainable Standard of Health</td>
<td>E.g., Lack of adequate consultation with vulnerable or marginalised groups in the development of the decommissioning plan leads to them disproportionately suffering from impacts – Right to an Adequate Standard of Living, Right to Highest Attainable Standard of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>External Communication and Consultation</strong></td>
<td>E.g., Management refuses to engage with trade union representatives duly elected by workers – Right to Freedom of Association, Right to Collective Bargaining</td>
<td>E.g., Government Affairs staff lobby government against an increase in the minimum wage, which is insufficient to cover workers’ basic needs – Rights to Fair Wages and a Decent Living, Right to an Adequate Standard of Living</td>
<td>E.g., The Company does not inform local communities about a toxic spill that threatens local waterways – Right to Highest Attainable Standard of Health, Right to Safe Drinking Water and Sanitation</td>
<td>E.g., Community consultations are held only in the majority language of communities, excluding the indigenous population – Various Rights of Indigenous Peoples</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other Relevant Activities</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part 3
Putting Respect for Human Rights into Practice
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Putting Respect for Human Rights into Practice

The following sections set out the six core elements of the corporate responsibility to respect human rights and apply them to the activities and business relationships of oil and gas companies. The core elements are:

- **A human rights policy commitment**: the company's overarching, public commitment to respect human rights, and the processes for embedding that commitment into the company's culture. (See Section I)

- **Human rights due diligence**: the set of ongoing processes through which the company "knows and shows" that it is respecting human rights in practice.

  This involves:
  - **Assessing** actual and potential human rights impacts; (See Section II)
  - **Integrating** the findings and acting to prevent or mitigate the impacts; (See Section III)
  - **Tracking** how effectively impacts are addressed; (See Section IV)
  - **Communicating** how impacts are addressed. (See Section V)

- **Remediation**: the processes through which the company actively engages in the remediation of impacts it has caused or contributed to. (See Section VI)

Figure 1 to the right illustrates the relationship between the six elements of the corporate responsibility to respect human rights.
Understanding Human Rights Due Diligence

Before exploring each of the six elements of the responsibility to respect in detail in the rest of this Guide, there are some important points to note about the concept of human rights due diligence.

• Why is human rights due diligence important? Human rights due diligence helps a company understand how its human rights risks can change over time and how to respond. It provides processes for looking both at external and internal factors that may raise human rights risks, and at external and internal resources that can help address them.

• When should human rights due diligence happen? Human rights due diligence should start at the earliest pre-contract stages of a project’s lifecycle and continue through operations, to the project’s decommissioning and post-closure stages. It is about on-going processes, not one-off events such as an impact assessment at the start of a new project, or an annual report.

• How does human rights due diligence relate to a company’s existing due diligence systems? For many companies, there will be existing due diligence systems they can draw on or build on to develop their human rights due diligence. Examples include environmental or health and safety due diligence, “privilege to operate” reviews, peer reviews or other regular risk review processes. It is up to O&G companies to decide whether to have a stand-alone due diligence process for human rights, or to integrate human rights into their existing processes. Either way, it is usually most helpful to adopt approaches that are familiar to staff – and will therefore be easy for them to work with – while ensuring they take account of the unique features of human rights.

How does the Responsibility to Respect Apply to Smaller Companies?

Smaller companies will typically have simpler management systems and need less complex human rights due diligence processes. Moreover, issues such as internal communication will usually be less challenging. However, those that operate in challenging contexts, such as conflict-affected areas, will still need systems that can manage the greater level of risks present. In any situation, they will need to include the same six elements of the responsibility to respect.

The European Commission has published guidance for small and medium-sized enterprises on applying the UN Guiding Principles available in multiple languages and with accompanying case studies.
Developing a Policy Commitment and Embedding Respect for Human Rights

What do the UN Guiding Principles Expect?

- A policy commitment is a statement approved at the highest levels of the business that shows it is committed to respecting human rights and communicates this internally and externally.
- The statement needs to be reflected in other company policies, procedures and practices in order to embed respect for human rights throughout the business.

Why is this Important?

- A policy commitment sets the “tone at the top” of the company that is needed to continually drive respect for human rights into the core values and culture of the business.
- It indicates that top management considers respect for human rights to be a minimum standard for conducting business with legitimacy; it sets out their expectations of how staff and business partners should act, as well as what others can expect of the company.
- It should trigger a range of other internal actions that are necessary to meet the commitment in practice.

What are the Steps Involved?

A. Defining the Content of a Policy Commitment
B. Developing the Policy Commitment
C. Communicating the Policy Commitment
D. Aligning Internally with the Policy Commitment
E. Applying the Commitment to Business Relationships
Defining the Content of a Policy Commitment

Possible Approaches

• **Stand-alone or integrated policies?** An O&G company may integrate respect for human rights into an existing high-level policy that guides the business, such as a Code of Conduct or Business Principles. In the case of smaller companies, human rights might be added into existing policies on health, safety and the environment. Alternatively, companies may opt for a stand-alone human rights policy. Both approaches can be effective: the key is to take an approach that signals the importance of respecting human rights and helps embed respect into the corporate culture.

In determining the right “home” for the policy within the company, it will also be important to reflect on who, or which department, should have ownership over the policy and help drive the embedding process.

• **Key elements of the policy:** The policy needs at a minimum to reflect the company’s commitment to meet its responsibility to respect all internationally-recognised human rights, and to set out the company’s expectations of staff, business partners and others in its value chain with regard to respect for human rights. Companies could also include other information of interest to stakeholders, such as:
  - A commitment to conduct on-going human rights due diligence, perhaps specifying key phases of projects when risks will be assessed;
  - The extent to which they have in place operational-level grievance mechanisms;
  - The leading human rights risks they identified for the company as a whole and its approach to addressing them;
  - Their commitment or approach to engaging and consulting with potentially affected stakeholders;
  - Their approach to communicating with other stakeholders and the wider public;
- Direct references to international principles or initiatives that are consistent with internationally-recognised human rights, and which the company is committed to implement. An explicit commitment to the UN Guiding Principles is a good starting point. International initiatives particularly relevant for O&G companies include the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights and the IFC Performance Standards.

- **Identifying leading human rights risks:** O&G companies can have significant human rights risks. It can be helpful to identify leading risks in the policy commitment. In identifying these risks, a larger company may choose to:
  
  - Conduct a “bottom-up” process by gathering information on human rights issues at the site level, for example through local impact assessments or field surveys; then analyse the information across sites to understand leading human rights risks for the company as a whole;
  
  - Rely on a more high-level process that draws on external sources, including industry experts and the experience of peer companies.

Leading human rights issues for an O&G company often include:

- Certain human rights of workers, including the right to form and join a trade union and the elimination of forced labour, including in supply chains;
- Non-discrimination against both workers and community members;
- Impacts related to the actions of private or public security forces (including impacts on the rights to security, health and life);
- Rights related to the welfare of local communities (including rights to health, education, livelihoods, land use and access to food and water);
- The rights of indigenous peoples (including in relation to land use, cultural heritage and self-determination).

An O&G company with distinct operational sites may want to consider what issues are best addressed in its overarching, corporate policy commitment, and whether some are more appropriate to site-level policies. Site-level policies may reflect specific local human rights issues and stakeholders. For example, gender-related violence, caste-based discrimination or HIV health issues may be particularly relevant in some, but not all, contexts.

- **Operating in challenging contexts:** O&G companies with operations in high risk contexts, where human rights impacts are more likely to occur, will want to think through their approach to managing the additional risks involved. It can be helpful to reflect this in their policy commitment, or in a separate, supporting guideline. Possible approaches to managing human rights risks in such contexts are discussed in Section III-E below.

### Developing the Policy Commitment

#### Key Points for Implementation

- The company should draw on expert resources to ensure the policy is well-informed and complete. These may be individuals with knowledge of human rights and of the business and/or – particularly where resources are more limited – credible written sources.
Possible Approaches

• **Involving different parts of the company:** In larger O&G companies, there may be various departments or functions that have potential impacts on a range of different human rights. For example, human resources will mostly look at risks to the human rights of the company’s employees and contract workers; those sourcing supplies may look at the rights of workers in supply chains or any safety risks of products being sourced; those involved with exploration or production will probably focus on impacts on communities. In smaller companies, these roles may be concentrated among a few managers.

In addition, legitimate trade unions or worker representatives within the company may be a useful source of expertise regarding local labour laws, technical standards and specific conditions in the local labour market that may affect the human rights of workers.

It is a good idea to involve people from across relevant areas of responsibility in the development of the policy – what it should cover and how it should be implemented. This will help build understanding of the reasons for the policy and ownership of its implementation.

• **Involving external expertise:** Companies that do not have in-house expertise on human rights can use external sources as they develop their policy commitment. For smaller companies, written guidance from industry associations, multi-stakeholder initiatives or human rights organisations that have worked with the industry can provide a good starting point. A list of helpful resources is included in Annex 1. O&G companies may also find it useful to benchmark their policies against their peers, in particular those recognised as industry leaders in human rights performance.

• **Engaging stakeholders:** Companies may find it particularly helpful to test a draft policy commitment with representatives of key stakeholder groups. This can help the company understand how the policy commitment is likely to be seen by these stakeholders. Approaches could include:
  
  – Seeking the views of legitimate trade unions that represent company workers wherever that is possible;
  
  – Identifying key locations to informally test the draft commitment with representatives of local communities or NGOs;
  
  – Testing the policy commitment in draft with investors – particularly socially-responsible investors (SRIs) that have expertise on the issues;
  
  – Establishing a formal advisory group to seek feedback. This can include representatives of a national human rights institution, NGOs, trade unions, SRIs, and other relevant experts. Such a group might also play a longer-term role providing feedback on the company’s ongoing efforts to meet its responsibility to respect.

---

**Example: Developing a Policy with External Stakeholders**

One O&G company developed a human rights policy with the active involvement of an association of socially responsible investors. The company reported back in following years on its progress in implementing the policy, and later worked with another NGO on its first risk assessment. It found that the engagement process helped diffuse internal company fears about NGOs “meddling” in company processes, and built legitimacy for human rights issues internally. It led to the inclusion of human rights in the company’s annual report with senior management backing. It also created external credibility for the company’s reporting due to the ongoing scrutiny by the investors’ association.

Lessons drawn from the experience included:

- The benefits of clear goals and agreed milestones for the engagement;
- The need to recognise initial mistrust and define exit strategies that would not harm either side, if the collaboration did not work;
- The benefits of starting with pilot efforts that could build trust.
Communicating the Policy Commitment

Key Points for Implementation

- The policy commitment should be publicly available.
- It needs to be approved at the highest levels of the company and communicated internally to all workers in order to signal its importance and help embed it throughout the business.
- It also needs to be communicated externally to business partners and others in the company’s value chain, as well as to people who may be affected by the company’s operations.

Possible Approaches

- **Demonstrating top-level commitment to the policy:** Clear and consistent messages over time from the CEO and senior management set the “tone at the top” of the company. They can help draw attention to the policy commitment and embed it into the business culture. Many O&G companies have experience doing this with regard to safety. Approaches for human rights could include:
  - Regular references to human rights issues and due diligence in top management speeches inside and outside the company;
  - Regular questions about human rights risks or performance from top management in meetings on core business issues, such as new project approvals;
  - Publicising internally examples where there has been accountability for human rights performance – whether rewards or sanctions (examples can be anonymised as necessary);
  - Making human rights part of top management’s early-stage discussions with potential business partners and governments.

- **Choosing appropriate methods:** It will be important for O&G companies to consider how workers and other stakeholders, particularly local communities, access information – for example, through written, spoken or visual means, through which languages, and with or without the use of technology. This will help the company decide how best to communicate the policy commitment both internally and externally.

- **Choosing appropriate “language”:** Language can be a sensitive issue. There may be resistance within the company if “human rights” are perceived as an issue that is not relevant to the company’s core business. Externally, there may be cultural considerations that make the use of human rights language challenging, including with local communities and governments. In some cases, there may be a good reason to avoid human rights terminology in the short-term or in a particular situation. If so, it will be important that at least those who lead on the issue, and any others who routinely engage with stakeholders, have an understanding of internationally-recognised human rights and their implications for company processes. In time, it may be possible to reintroduce the language of human rights to strengthen understanding of their relevance to the company’s daily activities.

Example: Top-level Commitment

At one O&G company, the lead person for human rights succeeded in getting a strong human rights policy agreed at the top level of the company, but had a hard time getting the CEO to make clear his continued commitment to it over time. The result was that some business units considered the policy to be a mere gesture designed to respond to the wishes of NGOs, and not something they needed to pay attention to in their work.
Aligning Internally with the Policy Commitment

Possible Approaches

- **Alignment with existing policies:** Larger O&G companies often have a recognised hierarchy of standards within the company. This may start with a top-level policy document that sets the company’s principles and values; there may then be a management systems document that describes how supporting policies and processes will embed these principles into company practice; and typically there are specific standards for applying this to the individual areas of the business. It will be much easier to implement a human rights policy if it is a seamless part of any such hierarchy, rather than a “misfit” within the system.

An O&G company is likely to have various existing internal policies and processes that incorporate aspects of human rights, even if they are not expressed in human rights language. This can be helpful in showing that human rights is not a new issue for the company. It is also important to check that these other policies and processes are consistent with the human rights policy commitment: meaning that they reinforce it, rather than work against or contradict it.

Examples of relevant policies and processes include those in the areas of:

- Sustainability/social performance;
- Health and Safety;
- Security;
- Human Resources;
- Community Relations, including resettlement and compensation,
- Environment;
- Legal compliance;
- Procurement/Contracting;
- Public Affairs/Communications;
- Risk Management and Project Approval.

Anti-corruption policies in an O&G company are also relevant: where corruption and bribery are accepted, human rights are rarely respected.

---

**Key Points for Implementation**

- For the policy commitment to be effective in practice, other policies and processes across the company need to be consistent with it.
- Implementation of the commitment needs adequate support and resources, including through leadership, accountability, incentives, and training. These factors can directly affect staff assumptions and attitudes about the relevance of the commitment to their work and help embed it into the company’s values and culture.

---

**Example: Creating a Cross-functional Team**

Many large O&G companies have found that creating a cross-functional team can help drive the embedding process at the corporate/head office level. Similar structures can also play an important role in implementation at site level.

For example, one company has established a group that involves representatives from a range of functions including legal, public affairs, procurement, security, exploration and production, and sustainability. It works closely with a senior management committee to promote awareness of relevant company standards; provide advice and support to operational teams and to other relevant teams at the corporate/ head office level; and oversees the implementation of compliance assessments.
• **Training and awareness-raising:** Colleagues on the technical side of the business (for example, exploration and production, as well as business development teams) will be more likely to take human rights into account in their work if they understand what they are about, their relevance to the company, their significance to their own responsibilities, and the steps they need to take. There are various ways that O&G companies can “demystify” human rights in this way, including:

  – Providing training for staff in key functions (such as procurement and security) and for technical specialists (especially engineers and those involved in exploration, such as geologists);
  – Establishing focal points to support site-level staff in answering questions and dilemmas;
  – Holding regular “human rights moments” at the start of meetings, as is done with safety. This could be a brief reminder that issues under discussion may have human rights implications that need to be considered;
  – Connecting human rights “champions” across functions and sites to support knowledge sharing;
  – Engaging trade unions and/or worker representatives to support efforts to raise awareness among workers of the policy commitment;
  – Providing interactive seminars on specific human rights issues related to security, local content requirements, or high risk contexts;
  – Preparing internal briefing reports on emerging human rights issues, such as access to water.

O&G companies should prioritise awareness-raising and offers of expert assistance in contexts where the risks of human rights impacts are greatest.

• **Establishing accountability:** Internal accountability for implementation of the policy commitment will be important. O&G companies can build on industry experience with embedding safety standards, which are today seen in many companies as a critical part of “everyone’s job”. Approaches to embedding accountability for respect for human rights can include:

  – Giving responsibility for overseeing human rights issues to an individual or committee of the Board or of senior management, such as an Ethics or Sustainability Committee;
  – Establishing accountability mechanisms at both corporate/head office level and site level, for example:
    > Placing ultimate responsibility for human rights with the CEO;
    > Requiring managers at the country or regional level to sign off on reporting on human rights issues;
  – Tying staff assessments and reward systems to implementation of the policy commitment; and doing so across all functions or departments, not just those with lead responsibility for human rights.

---

**Example: Training for Business Partners**

The lack of a shared understanding of human rights can be a particular problem in challenging contexts like weak governance zones and conflict-affected areas. Some companies have found that training for, or joint training with, their business partners in such cases can be especially valuable. For example, one company operating in a challenging environment established a training program (joint with an international organisation) for government officials to learn about international law, including human rights, as well as developing training for local communities and authorities in their area of operations. The company found that discussing such issues was easier if they started from basic values or concepts such as “respect” and “being a good neighbour.”
Applying the Commitment to Business Relationships

Possible Approaches

• **Getting it right from the start:** Many of an O&G company’s human rights risks – and its capacity to mitigate them – are established in the terms of its contracts with business partners, suppliers and contractors and in host government agreements and Memoranda of Understanding (MoUs) with government. Staff with responsibility for negotiating and concluding such agreements need clear guidance, including on:
  - The importance of specifying in the agreements who has responsibility for addressing human rights risks in the relationship;
  - What resources will be required to ensure respect for human rights and where those resources will come from;
  - How implementation of respect for human rights will be monitored and discussed with business partners.
  
  For more on these issues, see Section III-D.

Companies will also want to consider:

  - Looking for evidence before contracts are signed that a business partner, contractor or supplier has the capacity and will to comply with human rights provisions;
  - Clarifying that the company expects its contractors and suppliers to “pass on” expectations to respect human rights to their own supply chains, and seeking evidence that they do so wherever possible.

• **National O&G Companies and the Government:** National O&G Companies (NOCs) are subject to the same responsibility to respect human rights as all other O&G companies, but will also need to take into account the human rights obligations of the state that owns or controls them. These obligations suggest a number of roles for the state, for example:

  - Ensuring policies that are consistent with human rights standards and coherent across all ministries that engage with the NOC (such as energy, health, foreign affairs, education and research);
  - Including human rights issues in regular “owner dialogues” between the government and the company;
  - Developing guidance for all state-owned entities on human rights.

NOCs may be particularly well-placed to raise with government representatives the benefits of these kinds of approaches for both the state and the company.
Where to Start

For companies that are just starting to develop a human rights policy commitment, the following are some preliminary steps to consider:

1. **Read Human Rights Translated and look at the Business and Human Rights Resource Centre website (www.business-humanrights.org) to build an understanding of human rights issues for the O&G sector.**
2. **Review your existing policies, processes and functional responsibilities to see where they already cover human rights (e.g., health and safety, human resources) and where there may be gaps.**
3. **Talk with internal colleagues and external experts about what they see as the company’s leading human rights risks.**
4. **Consider how you could start to embed respect for human rights in company policies and processes (e.g., a senior point of accountability; staff training; a network of champions).**
5. **Discuss your findings with senior management and seek support for the development of a human rights policy commitment and steps to embed it across the company.**
Questions to Ask

The following questions correspond to sub-sections A, B, C, D and E above. They should help test the extent to which a company’s policy commitment, and its efforts to embed it across the business, are consistent with the Guiding Principles:

**I-A Defining the Content of a Policy Commitment**
- If we include our leading human rights risks in our policy commitment, how did we identify the risks?
- How will our policy commitment cope with major changes in the company’s operating contexts (like entry into high-risk environments) or in relevant technology or methods of production?

**I-B Developing the Policy Commitment**
- What internal and external expertise have we drawn on in developing the commitment?
- Has the commitment been tested with representatives of key stakeholder groups? If not, are we confident that it will be understood and supported by those groups?

**I-C Communicating the Policy Commitment**
- Has the commitment been approved at the most senior levels of the company?
- How is top leadership commitment to the policy communicated internally? How is it communicated publicly?
- What appropriate means have we found to communicate our commitment to local communities that we may impact, taking into account information and communication barriers?

**I-D Aligning Internally with the Policy Commitment**
- What steps have we taken to review whether our existing policies and processes are consistent with the policy commitment?
- Do our training methods and materials take full account of the policy commitment? How do we know if they are effective?
- Where does accountability for implementation of the policy sit? Are there appropriate incentives and resources in place to meet the commitment in practice?

**I-E Applying the Commitment to Business Relationships**
- How is the policy commitment taken into account in our relationships with business partners, including joint venture partners, contractors, suppliers and host governments?
- Do relevant staff have the guidance and support that they need to raise these issues at the earliest stages of those relationships?
Assessing Human Rights Impacts

What do the UN Guiding Principles Expect?

- Companies need to identify and assess any negative impacts on human rights with which they may be involved. This includes:
  - Actual impacts (past or current) and potential impacts (those possible in the future);
  - Impacts from the company’s own activities and from its business relationships – direct relationships and those one or more steps removed.
- The focus must be on risks to the human rights of people, as distinct from risks to the business itself, although the two are increasingly related.

Why is this Important?

- Assessing is the process by which the company gathers the basic information it needs in order to know what its human rights risks are so it can remove or reduce them.
- It is the starting point for a company to understand how to translate its human rights policy commitment into practice.
- Involving different parts of the company in the assessment process helps to build shared responsibility for addressing the potential impacts identified.

What are the Steps Involved?

A. Building a Systematic Approach to Assessment
B. Understanding Your Operating Context
C. Reviewing Business Relationships
D. Drawing on Expertise
E. Consulting Affected Stakeholders
Building a Systematic Approach to Assessment

### Key Points for Implementation

- The assessment of human rights risks needs to be an on-going process, repeated whenever risks to human rights may substantially change, and not just a one-off process conducted at the start of a project or when required by law.

- Formal impact assessments play an important role; but there may be other important sources of information on impacts, such as, news or expert reports, issues raised by NGOs or trade unions, and operational-level grievance mechanisms.

### Possible Approaches

- **On-going assessment**: Since human rights due diligence needs to be an on-going process, O&G companies will want to assess their potential impacts at key moments between and within project cycles. These are likely to include:
  - The start of a new activity (like drilling, or construction of a work camp);
  - The start of a new business relationship;
  - Major new decisions or changes in the operation (such as rerouting of a pipeline);
  - Changes in the operating environment (such as rising social tensions).

- **Forward-looking processes**: The focus of the assessment process is forward-looking to identify potential human rights impacts. Past or current impacts are one important indicator of future risks (and where identified, will also need to be remediated – see Section VI). However, they are not the only relevant indicator. Assessment processes will also need to review other indicators, looking across the range of human rights, such as:
  - The experience of other O&G companies in the same or similar operating contexts;
  - Political instability or latent conflict;
  - Concerns being raised by civil society organisations;
  - Social practices and attitudes;
  - Staff behaviour and attitudes.

- **Stand-alone or integrated assessment processes**: O&G Companies may choose to have stand-alone processes for assessing human rights impacts, or to integrate human rights into existing assessment processes. As O&G companies may already have formal processes to assess social, environmental and/or health impacts (SIAs/ESIAs/ESHIAs), these can be an obvious place to integrate human rights considerations, subject to certain considerations:
  - On the one hand, many human rights risks have their roots in social, environmental and health impacts, making it is risky to draw a clear distinction between them. It can be more helpful to consider these impacts as existing on a continuum;
  - On the other hand, companies should be able to judge when a social or environmental issue starts to raise human rights implications – for instance, when impacts on water start to affect the right to access to clean water, or when impacts on individuals’ movements may affect indigenous rights to access cultural heritage sites.
SIAs/ESIAs/ESHIAs are often one-off processes conducted as part of obtaining a license or permit, whereas processes to assess human rights need to be on-going during the life-cycle of a project;

It will be important for someone within the company to have a holistic view of the company’s human rights risks, whether or not they are identified partly through existing processes that address broader types of impact.

- **Benefitting from information from other company processes**: Oil and gas companies have a long history of assessing different types of risk as part of other processes throughout the project lifecycle. Many of these can provide information about human rights risks, for example:
  - Community relations procedures;
  - Health management procedures;
  - Political risk assessments;
  - Security and conflict risk assessments;
  - Social dialogue processes;
  - Specialised assessments where operations impact on indigenous peoples;
  - Legal due diligence;
  - Reviews of the results of employee surveys;
  - Audits and whistle-blower/incident reporting systems;
  - Internal controls;
  - Scoping and local capabilities reviews;
  - Infrastructure analyses for new capital projects.

- **What makes assessing human rights impacts unique?** Whatever methods an O&G company uses to assess impacts, the following factors will help make sure they reflect the particular demands of human rights:
  - **Who? Potentially affected stakeholders.** It is important to focus on the rights and perspectives of those stakeholders who may be affected in order to understand fully the company’s impacts. For example, the loss of one field to a farmer may be addressed easily through financial or in-kind compensation. In other circumstances, it may represent the loss of basic livelihood over the longer term as well as social standing. For women in some societies, it may mean disenfranchisement if they had a stake in the land while compensation goes to the men.
  - **What? All internationally-recognised human rights.** Any process of assessing human rights impacts needs to take as its framework internationally recognised human rights, including standards applying to relevant individuals or groups that may be particularly vulnerable or marginalised.

This suggests that the assessment should:

- Be broad in its scope, rather than limited to the narrower priorities of one department;
- Consider impacts on individuals rather just at the level of households or communities;
- Identify where national law provides less human rights protections to some groups (such as migrant workers or certain minorities) than others;

### Resources: SIAs and Human Rights Impact Assessments

SIAs/ESIAs/ESHIAs are most effective when treated as a resource to help get things right, rather than just a tool to get permits or licenses. Where they are most robust, they will have greatest overlap with processes to assess human rights impacts.

The IFC Performance Standards set the benchmark for robust SIAs.

For more on the question of what makes social impact assessments robust, see the work of the International Association for Impact Assessment on this issue: IAIA, *International Principles for Social Impact Assessment*, Special Publication Series No 2.

### Example: Assessing Impacts Together with Affected Stakeholders

Cultural differences and information asymmetry between a company and communities may prevent the identification of potential human rights impacts. A company may not perceive certain issues as impacts; and a community may not understand certain concepts, technical representations and even maps presented by a company.

To overcome this challenge one oil company developed a social cartography or “parlant maps” of a new operating area through workshops with communities. They helped establish an understanding of the environment, its uses and potential impacts on them, as perceived by the communities. This was both a powerful trust-building tool and also a source of valuable knowledge that a standard assessment would have missed.
Identify pre-existing, endemic human rights challenges within society (such as severe gender discrimination);

Look beyond the most obvious stakeholder groups that may be affected, to include groups both inside and outside the “fence” or “walls” of their operations, at both on-shore and off-shore sites, as well as vulnerable or marginalised groups, including indigenous peoples (see Section II-E).

How? Meaningful consultation. It is through meaningful consultation with potentially affected stakeholders that the assessment process can take account of their perspectives. This means not taking a transactional approach to consultation or a focus on “just getting it done”. Section II-E discusses meaningful consultation with affected stakeholders in more detail.

Where? Across business relationships as well as company activities. Human rights due diligence requires O&G companies to consider what impacts may arise as a result of their business relationships. “Legacy” impacts (those they inherit through mergers or acquisitions) may be seen as “out of scope” in standard SIA practice, as may issues arising from their relationships with governments or suppliers beyond the first tier. However, they are clearly in scope when it comes to assessing potential human rights impacts. See Section II-C below for more on business relationships.

Site-level and corporate-level roles: Impact assessments necessarily take place at the site level where impacts occur. They may be led by staff at the site, involve individuals from the corporate/head office level or be conducted by external consultants. Where companies have multiple project sites, a review of those human rights risks that recur across sites, or are otherwise particularly significant, can help staff at the corporate/head office level identify the leading human rights issues for the company as a whole. It may choose to reflect these in its human rights policy commitment.

Understanding your Operating Context

Key Points for Implementation

- States have their own obligations to respect, protect and fulfil human rights under international human rights law. Where they fail to do so, this creates additional challenges for companies trying to meet their responsibility to respect human rights.
- Companies need to understand these contextual risks so they can take steps to avoid contributing to human rights abuses.
- Where national laws to protect human rights are absent, weak or unenforced, companies should respect internationally-recognised human rights.
- Where national laws conflict with human rights, companies should honour the principles of human rights as best they can in the circumstances, and be able to demonstrate their efforts to do so.

Possible Approaches

- Assessing contextual risks: A range of factors can affect the risks of operating in a certain country context, including:
  - Socio-economic factors such as poverty and the marginalisation of groups within society;
  - Political instability that carries risks to democracy, rule of law, and/or peace and security;
  - Corruption within parts of society;
– Lack of access to effective remedy through the judicial system;
– Systematic state disregard for human rights in practice, or for the human rights of members of certain groups;
– Active or latent conflict – ranging from physical confrontation to armed violence.

When considering the implications of national laws for human rights, companies will need to distinguish between:

– National law that provides less human rights protection than internationally-recognised human rights;
– National law that reflects internationally-recognised human rights but is not enforced due to weak legal or administrative procedures;
– National law that actively conflicts with internationally recognised human rights.

Each of these situations has different implication for the action(s) that a company can take in response. These are discussed further in Section III-E below.

As the Guiding Principles make clear, companies should respect the standards of international humanitarian law in situations of armed conflict. (For more on this, see ICRC, Business and International Humanitarian Law: An Introduction to the Rights and Obligations of Business Enterprises under International Humanitarian Law.)

• **Operating in high-risk contexts:** Examples of high-risk contexts include those characterised by current or latent conflict, systematic disregard for certain human rights in law or practice, or pervasive corruption. Companies’ responsibility to respect human rights does not change when they work in these environments, and nor do the elements of human rights due diligence. However, respecting human rights usually requires greater attention, effort and resources at every step of the process. Companies can provide this, for example, by:

  – Conducting a stand-alone human rights impact assessment and involving senior-level decision-makers in discussions on the results to ensure the issues are given proper attention;
  – Seeking to understand the root causes of a conflict (for example ethnic tensions or access to resources) and their implications for human rights and for company operations;
  – Identifying other sources of relevant expertise, such as journalists, political analysts, or socially-responsible investors who may have engaged with other companies in the same or similar contexts;
  – Committing particular efforts and resources to consultation with potentially affected stakeholders as part of the risk assessment process (see Section II-E below).

And, in the case of international O&G companies, by:

– Consulting with the company’s home state embassy on the ground, or with appropriate government representatives back in the capital, to alert them to the challenges and seek relevant information and support. This might include information on the operating environment, the host government’s human rights record, and information about local laws and reputable local law firms who can provide further advice;

**Resources: Country-level Risk**

There are various sources O&G companies can look to for information on human rights risks related to the countries where they are operating. Besides commercially-available sources, companies might review:

– Amnesty International, *Country Reports*
– Danish Institute for Human Right *Country Risk Assessment Portal forthcoming*
– Human Rights Resource Center, ASEAN *baseline Rule of Law report*
– Human Rights Watch *World Reports*
– UN Development Programme *Human Rights Reports*
– US State Department *Annual Human Rights Reports*
– ILO country information
– Transparency International, *Corruptions Perception Index*
– World Bank, *Worldwide Governance Indicators*

Additional sources of advice on assessing risks in countries affected by conflict include:

– International Crisis Group *reviews of conflict-affected countries*
– OECD, *OECD Risk Awareness Tool for Multinational Enterprises in Weak Governance Zones*
– UN Global Compact, *Guidance on Responsible Business in Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas*
– IPIECA, *Guide to operating in areas of conflict for the oil and gas industry*
Identifying any specialised state agencies, such as an OECD National Contact Point in the company’s home state, or a National Human Rights Institution in the host state, that may also be sources of advice.

Reviewing Business Relationships

Key Points for Implementation

- A company’s responsibility to respect human rights extends to its business relationships. In particular, the company will need to assess the risks of:
  - Contributing to human rights impacts – by facilitating, encouraging or incentivising them;
  - Being directly linked to human rights impacts through a business relationship – where the actions of a business partner cause an impact in connection with the company’s own operations, products or services.
- Relevant business relationships are not limited to those where the company has a direct contract or agreement; they include relationships one or more steps removed, including deeper levels in the supply chain.

Possible Approaches

O&G companies typically have a wide range of business relationships across the different stages of a project’s life-cycle, up to and including decommissioning and post-closure. They include business partners who provide services and products related to the company’s core business operations (exploration, production, transmission), as well as ancillary products and services (such as agency worker housing, field IT services or transportation). They will often include a host state government, which may also be the company’s home state government – particularly for national O&G companies. All of these types of relationship will be relevant for assessing an O&G company’s human rights risks. The following points illustrate some of the risks that may arise in the context of relationships.

- **Relationships with governments:** In assessing the risk of negative impacts arising through relationships with governments, O&G companies will need to be alert to legacy issues: for example, if the company is granted access to land that the host government acquired by evicting people without due process or compensation.

  In some contexts, particular issues may arise where security is provided by public security forces that are inadequately trained in human rights or have a history of human rights abuses. The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights suggest a number of steps in assessing risks related to public security, such as:
  - Consulting civil society, home and host government representatives, and other sources to identify risks presented by the potential for violence;
  - Examining patterns of violence in areas of company operations for educational, predictive and preventative purposes;
– Considering the available human rights records of public security forces, paramilitaries, and local and national law enforcement;

– Considering the local prosecuting authority and judiciary’s capacity to hold accountable those responsible for human rights abuses and violations of international humanitarian law in a manner that respects the rights of the accused.

**Acquisitions:** If an O&G company acquires a business or an asset that has been involved with human rights impacts, it typically acquires any outstanding responsibilities of the seller to remedy those impacts, as well as responsibilities to prevent or mitigate any risk of them recurring. Any acquisition of a project, licence, rights or company, including at the exploration stage, should therefore include an assessment of human rights risks. One approach can be to require an evaluation of these risks for all investment decisions requiring Board approval.

**Joint venture (JV) partners:** International O&G Companies will often have less choice than National O&G Companies (NOCs) regarding who they work with in joint ventures, since it is often a requirement to work with the NOC in the country where O&G resources are identified. NOCs may therefore have additional opportunities when selecting their JV partners to take account of their commitment and ability to manage human rights risks effectively. Relevant factors to consider in deciding to enter a JV can include:

– The partner’s own commitments regarding human rights – both internal commitments and any external initiatives to which it has made a commitment – and the extent to which these are consistent with internationally-recognised human rights;

– Levels of accountability of the partner for its human rights performance – for instance to shareholders (including, where relevant, the government), or through public reporting;

– The readiness of the partner to include provisions on human rights performance in the JV agreement (for instance references to particular standards, and/or provisions for joint monitoring);

– The institution(s) providing financing to the partner, including any standards and accountability they may impose for human rights performance (e.g., the IFC Performance Standards; Equator Principles (in the case of private banks); or similar requirements of regional development banks);

– The partner’s readiness, where necessary, to collaborate in building its capacity to respect human rights.

**Contractors and suppliers:** These actors may perform a wide range of roles, including baseline research, impact assessment, exploration, construction, energy services, materials supply, security, and the supply of food for staff, among others. O&G companies will want to ask themselves:

– What the essential products and services are that they rely on contractors and suppliers for;

– Whether there are known human rights risks associated with any of those products or services, for example, risks associated with the use of migrant or agency workers (discusses further below in this section) or with the disruption of access to the local community’s water supply by construction contractors;

– Whether there are other risks to human rights that their business partners pose, and how severe those risks are.

O&G companies may use a variety of means to assess risks arising from relationships with suppliers or contractors, including:

– Pre-qualification screening;

– Self-assessments by the supplier/contractor;

– Working with key suppliers/contractors to help them assess their own human rights risks;

– On-site assessments and audits.

As brand and retail companies have learned, if their assessments and audits of suppliers focus only on demanding compliance with codes, suppliers may just pay lip service to them. They may not understand their real relevance or be able to implement them properly. More successful approaches also
**Example: Assessing Purchasers of an Asset in a High-risk Context**

Because O&G concessions are often sold from company to company throughout the lifetime of an asset, decommissioning and post-closure of O&G operations can be significant and lengthy processes with long-term implications for surrounding communities.

One oil and gas company looking to sell an asset at the end of its operational life assessed the human rights records of a number of interested purchasers. It decided to sell to one of the lower bidders due to the region’s potential for civil conflict and the purchaser’s previous track record of subjecting its assets to rigorous social and environmental management systems. As well as protecting the rights of the surrounding communities, this was seen to be in the seller’s financial and reputational interest, in order to protect their company name even beyond the end of their involvement with the asset.

Review suppliers’ ability to implement human rights requirements and consider whether and how to help build their capacity to do so.

- **Prioritising relationships for assessment:** Larger O&G companies often have a complex web of business relationships, including multiple tiers in their supply chains. It may therefore not be possible, within the resources available, to assess potential impacts across all first tier suppliers/contractors or across all tiers in the supply chain. In such circumstances, companies will need to prioritise which relationships to assess.

  Traditionally O&G companies have prioritised due diligence with those contractors or suppliers who hold the biggest contracts or are most important to the business. However, under the Guiding Principles a company should prioritise those relationships where the severity and likelihood of potential human rights impacts is greatest. This prioritisation might focus on:

  - Suppliers/contractors based in locations where there are known human rights risks, such as limits on the right to form and join a trade union or poor enforcement of labour laws;
  - Suppliers/contractors with a track record of poor performance on human rights;
  - Suppliers/contractors that provide key products or services that themselves pose risks to human rights (for example safety or health hazards);
  - Local, smaller or new suppliers/contractors who may lack awareness of human rights issues or the capacity to address them.

- **Migrant and agency workers:** Agency workers are employed by a recruitment and employment agency and then placed with a third party “user enterprise” (such as an O&G company or a supplier) to perform work, typically under the user enterprise’s supervision. The user enterprise pays fees to the agency, which pays wages to the workers. Some agency workers are also “migrant workers”, meaning that they are engaged in work in a state of which they are not nationals.

  Such workers can be important in enabling companies to cope with large fluctuations in demand of their products or services and there are established legal regimes in place that seek to protect such workers (see Annex 1). However, in some contexts, agency workers placed with user enterprises may have heightened vulnerability to negative human rights impacts. This vulnerability can occur where:

  - There are lower legal protections for agency workers under national law;
  - They lack awareness of their rights;
  - They cannot join a trade union at the user enterprise, and lack equivalent representation and collective bargaining ability in their relationship with the agency. There may also be constraints on what collective bargaining through an agency-linked union will allow if wages have been pre-negotiated with the user enterprise.

Agency workers, including migrant workers in particular, may be exposed to the risk of bonded labour and other severe impacts where they are required to pay fees to secure a position, or their identity documents are withheld. Such risks can be particularly acute in contexts where national law is silent, unenforced or actively conflicts with internationally recognised human rights.
O&G companies will need to consider a range of factors relevant to potential impacts on agency and migrant workers that they rely on or who are working in their supply chain, including whether:

- The employment and recruitment agency will be able to pay workers a wage (from the fee paid by the company to the agency) that meets local “living wage” norms, is in line with any applicable collective bargaining agreements, and is at least the legal minimum wage (where that exists and does not discriminate between men and women);

- Workers will be provided with appropriate working conditions, including relevant health and safety equipment and training;

- Workers’ welfare will be appropriately addressed, including through access to effective grievance mechanisms.

For more on these issues, O&G companies will want to look at the parallel Employment & Recruitment Agencies Sector Guide on implementing the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

Considering how purchasing practices may contribute to impacts: It can be important for O&G companies to review whether their own requirements of their suppliers or contractors may contribute to human rights impacts. For example, if the procurement function demands delivery on time and at cost to the exclusion of other considerations, suppliers may feel unable to pay workers adequately; they may contract agency workers under conditions that impact their human rights; or they may cut corners on environmental standards, causing impacts on the right to health. Similarly, if contracts with private security providers do not provide for adequate pay or for training on human rights, where this is needed, the O&G company may be seen as contributing to any human rights impacts that result.

## Drawing on Expertise

### Key Points for Implementation

- Companies will need to draw on relevant expertise to help them ensure that their assessment processes are as well informed as possible.

- These sources of expertise may be internal to the company or external, and may include written documents and guidance or individuals with relevant knowledge and experience.

### Possible Approaches

- Engaging internal functions and departments: The process of assessing impacts is an opportunity to engage a cross-section of individuals from different functions and departments in a conversation about possible impacts. This can build a shared understanding of how certain actions and decisions can lead to negative impacts. Doing so helps create buy-in to the need for preventative measures. It can also support the internal collaboration that will be needed to address any impacts that occur.

### Resources: Matrix to Stimulate Internal Discussion of Potential Impacts

The Matrix in Part 2 maps some of the typical human rights impacts that can occur in the upstream O&G sector. This kind of matrix can provide a tool for internal company discussions of potential impacts. It reflects a range of typical (but not exhaustive) activities of O&G companies, and the groups of affected stakeholders that are usually relevant. Using the table as a model and expanding it as necessary, a company can work through its typical operations to map its own table that can help guide its next steps on what to do about the impacts identified.
There are different ways to generate this internal conversation:

– Where it is helpful to begin with human rights, the focus can be on where and how those rights might be impacted;

– In other circumstances – particularly where human rights language is unfamiliar or challenging within the company – it may be more helpful to start by discussing how each of the company’s main activities could impact potentially affected stakeholders: whether direct employees and contract workers, workers in supply chains, communities or particular vulnerable or marginalised individuals or groups.

• Engaging workers: Legitimate trade unions or worker representatives can be an additional, valuable source of internal company expertise on potential human rights impacts. They may have insights into potential impacts not only on workers themselves (including those employed by local contractors and suppliers), but also on local communities, since workers often come from those communities.

• Drawing on external expertise: O&G companies can also draw on external expertise in assessing their potential human rights impacts. Possible sources include:
  – Expert advice, including from a home government, national human rights institution, NGO or academic institution, or public health workers;
  – Expert written sources, including reports from credible organisations, whether civil society, government, business associations or multi-stakeholder initiatives. These can provide insights into current and emerging human rights issues in particular operating contexts and examples of impacts that O&G companies have been involved with;
  – Local civil society actors, such as human rights defenders, trade unions, NGOs and others who can provide insights into potential impacts. Seeking their input can also increase transparency and may help dispel any concerns they have;
  – Any publicly disclosed SIAs/ESIAs/ESHIAs in the same, or a similar, operating context that may indicate likely human rights risks.

Consulting Affected Stakeholders

Key Points for Implementation

- “Affected stakeholders” in the Guiding Principles are those individuals whose human rights may be impacted by the company’s operations, products or services. They are a subset of “rights holders”, which includes all individuals. And they are distinct from those stakeholders in civil society, business or government who may have an interest in the company or be able to affect its operations, but will not themselves be impacted.

- Meaningful consultation with affected stakeholders helps O&G companies understand their views about how certain impacts could affect them.

- By demonstrating that it takes the concerns of affected stakeholders seriously, a company can help build mutual understanding. This may make it possible to work together to identify potential impacts and find sustainable ways to address them.
Possible Approaches

- **Mapping stakeholders**: Stakeholder consultation first requires a process to identify who a project’s stakeholders are and any sub-groups within them, such as women, youth, workers with disabilities, contract workers etc. The IFC’s *Good Practice Handbook on Stakeholder Engagement* highlights a range of considerations that can be important in mapping affected stakeholders. These include:
  
  - Considering stakeholders affected not only at the project site, but by other aspects of the operation, including associated facilities, transport routes, areas subject to cumulative impacts, or unplanned but predictable developments;
  
  - Identifying potential “cumulative impacts” on stakeholder groups that may not be immediately evident, by mapping out both the near-term and future facilities and considering the legacy of projects in the area;
  
  - Avoiding defining affected stakeholders too narrowly, since communities lying just outside of the designated project impact area may “perceive” impacts or feel they have been arbitrarily excluded from project benefits;
  
  - Assessing the significance of the project to each stakeholder group from their perspective, and vice versa – some groups may be impacted by the project much more severely than others;
  
  - Considering from the earliest stages who are the most vulnerable or marginalised individuals or groups among those potentially impacted, and whether special engagement efforts will be needed to involve them;
  
  - Paying attention when identifying representatives of stakeholder groups that they are indeed true advocates of the views of their constituents, and can be relied upon to faithfully communicate the results of engagement with the company back to their constituents.

- **Crafting an appropriate consultation processes with potentially affected stakeholders**: Consultation with stakeholders needs to be tailored to the local context where it takes place and the needs of the stakeholders being consulted. The IFC’s guidance indicates that a good consultation process will ideally be:
  
  - Targeted at those most likely to be affected by the project;
  
  - Early enough to scope key issues and have an effect on the project decisions to which they relate;
  
  - Informed, as a result of relevant information being disseminated in advance;
  
  - Meaningful to those consulted because the content is presented in a readily understandable format and the techniques used are culturally appropriate;
  
  - Two-way so that both sides have the opportunity to exchange views and information, to listen, and to have their issues addressed;
  
  - Gender-inclusive through awareness that men and women often have differing views and needs;
  
  - Localised to reflect appropriate timeframes, context, and local languages
  
  - Documented to keep track of who has been consulted and the key issues raised;

---

**Resources: Stakeholder Engagement**

The guidance referenced here is the IFC’s publication: *Stakeholder Engagement: A Good Practice Handbook for Companies Doing Business in Emerging Markets.*

Other sources of guidance on stakeholder engagement/consultation include:

- IPIECA, Community Engagement
- UN Global Compact page on Stakeholder Engagement (contains a number of resources and tools)
- World Resources Institute, *Breaking Ground: Engaging Communities in Extractive and Infrastructure Projects*
Reported back in a timely way to those consulted, with clarification of next steps;

- Ongoing, as required, during the life of the project.

**The role of governments:** Governments have particular responsibilities with regard to decisions about O&G projects that affect communities, including the duty to protect the human rights of community members. In some countries, laws provide for community consultations by the government itself, prior to the approval of permits, licenses or certain project-related activities.

Yet O&G companies face increased human rights risks where the government has not conducted consultations, or has only done so inadequately. The IFC’s guidance recommends that companies keep track of government-led consultations with stakeholders on issues related to their projects. It notes that where there are questions about this consultation process or unresolved stakeholder issues, it is in the company’s interests to find out about them and, as far as possible, to address them.

Companies may be able to exercise some leverage by seeking to participate in, or at least observe, any government-led consultation process, so they can be confident that it is robust or seek to improve it where necessary. They may also find it helpful to reference IFC Performance Standard 5 in identifying generally acceptable approaches to land acquisition and involuntary resettlement, and Performance Standard 7 in processes involving indigenous peoples.

**Ensuring consultation is meaningful in practice:** There is already extensive experience with stakeholder consultations within the O&G industry. As that experience shows, the following factors can be important in making the difference between good consultation processes on paper and meaningful consultation in practice:

- **Having an overall engagement strategy:** this can be particularly important when different departments in the company define engagement differently. Communication efforts, public consultations, public relations and informal interactions that are assumed to “add up” to a positive result may not meet community expectations.

- **Reflecting on the appropriate level of engagement:** not all stakeholders need to be consulted about all decisions and different levels of participation will be appropriate for different groups. If stakeholders’ expectations regarding their level of involvement in decisions are not managed effectively, this can lead to frustration and resentment.

- **Understanding the value of community consultation as a trust-building tool:** skilled practitioners in community relationships challenge the view that stakeholder expectations can be managed by not engaging, particularly at the exploration stage. Company experience shows the opposite is true: engagement demystifies rumours, clarifies the perspectives of the different groups involved, including the company’s, and helps reduce differences in expectations.

- **Approaching stakeholder engagement as an ongoing process:** if a company only engages with communities when there is a “need” (for instance, when there has been an accident), this can provide an incentive for stakeholders to create a complaint to get the company’s attention. It can miss the opportunity to establish trust-based relationships.

---

**Example: Benefits of Community Consultation**

One O&G company conducted exploration and gained a concession from a federal government without dialogue with the community. The community, in turn, strongly opposed the project and held an unofficial vote against it. The company lost access to the concession due to concerted and continuous community opposition, despite the national government’s support for the project.

In contrast, another O&G company created dialogue with the community from the start of the exploration phase of a project. This allowed it to revise its project planning in ways that made the project more acceptable to the community. For example, it agreed not to build access roads and instead to use rivers and helicopters to deliver supplies.
Placing value on strong engagement skills: experienced community relations practitioners stress the importance of showing that they can listen, of not defending the company “at all costs”, and of not trying to convince stakeholders that their opinion is “wrong.” Doing otherwise can risk undermining the credibility of the company.

Tracking and analysing information and commitments: it is important to have systems for documenting the company’s engagements with communities, including any promises made, especially when staff turnover is high. This helps build internal memory and institutional learning. It can help avoid the frustration among affected stakeholders that arises when commitments are not met.

Including vulnerable or marginalised individuals: Vulnerability can stem from an individual’s status or characteristics (e.g., race, colour, sex, language, religion, national or social origin, property, disability birth, age or other status) or from their circumstances (e.g., poverty or economic disadvantage, dependence on unique natural resources, illiteracy, ill health). Those vulnerabilities may be reinforced through norms, societal practices, or legal barriers. Vulnerable or marginalised individuals typically experience negative impacts more severely than others.

IFC Performance Standard 1 sets out useful guidance on assessing and addressing vulnerability. These groups may require specific, and if necessary separate, consultation and mitigation measures to ensure that negative impacts do not fall disproportionately on them, and are appropriately avoided, mitigated or compensated. They should be able to benefit from project opportunities equally with others and this too may require differentiated approaches to benefit sharing. Disaggregating data with regard to how impacts are assessed and addressed will also help when tracking how well this is managed in practice.

A number of international human rights standards are specifically addressed to vulnerable or marginalised individuals or groups and give guidance on key measures of disadvantage and addressing these disadvantages (see Annex 1 for the list of instruments and the Resources Box in this section).

Recognising that conducting stakeholder consultation is a skill: Conducting consultations with communities requires specific skills. It also requires sensitivity to potential barriers (linguistic, gender, cultural) and to perceived power imbalances – both between the company and affected stakeholders, and among stakeholders themselves. Companies will want to ensure that the staff who lead on community consultation have the necessary skills and experience.

Seismologists and geologists often lead early exploration activities. They may have the first contact with local communities. But they often lack training in community engagement and may face incentives to make promises (for instance, regarding jobs or social investment projects) that they will not be responsible for meeting, and may fail to pass on to the project developers.

Allocating appropriate human resources and budget to stakeholder engagement at the exploration stage can save money, time and reputation later on, when trying to restore damaged relationships with communities. For the same reason, it is important for both exploration companies, and other companies that buy rights from them, to place a value on how well stakeholder engagement is conducted.

Resources: Vulnerable or Marginalised Groups

Some potentially vulnerable or marginalised groups are the subject of international human rights instruments that help provide clarity on how human rights apply to them. These are:

- Racial/ethnic groups: The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
- Women: The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
- Children: The Convention on the Rights of the Child
- Persons with disabilities: The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
- Migrant workers: The Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families
- Indigenous peoples: The Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
- Minorities: The Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities

For the full text of these instruments, see: www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CoreInstruments.aspx

Relevant guidance for the O&G sector on addressing risks to certain vulnerable or marginalised groups includes:

- UNICEF, UN Global Compact, Save the Children, Children’s Rights and Business Principles
- UN Global Compact, The Women’s Empowerment Principles
- ILO, Working Conditions of Contract Workers in the Oil and Gas Industry
In complex situations where there are multiple communities, tensions between or within communities, or a history of distrust of the company or the O&G industry in general, it may be useful to work with neutral third party facilitators. Facilitators who are from or familiar with the local culture can play a number of roles. They may:

- Help avoid the reinforcement of existing local power structures if they are corrupt or discriminatory;
- Help build the capacity of local communities to engage in the assessment process;
- Help the company become a partner in discussions, rather than being seen as the controller or “patron”;
- Help the company and community resolve disputes and conflicts;
- Help the company and community build a platform for continued consultation and engagement to address issues throughout the project life cycle.

**Free, prior and informed consent:** Expectations about community consultation continue to evolve, not least as regards the process of obtaining “free, prior and informed consent” (FPIC). Some argue that the right to consent, rather than just consultation, applies to any community that legally or traditionally uses or occupies land. At the same time, many governments dispute that view of FPIC and some emphasise their own right of eminent domain – that is, to take land for a public purpose (such as economic development) subject to just compensation and in line with their human rights obligations. This complicates the issue for O&G companies seeking to do the right thing.

At a minimum, the right to FPIC applies to indigenous peoples with regard to activities involving land, territory or other resources that they traditionally own, use or occupy. This includes cultural heritage sites, which are essential to their survival as distinct peoples.

Consent is one part of a wider process of engagement with indigenous peoples, not the only issue. As the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples has observed: “neither consultation nor consent is an end in itself, nor are consultation and consent stand-alone rights … [They] constitute a special standard that safeguards and functions as a means for the exercise of indigenous peoples’ substantive rights” – rights that may be affected by extractive operations. They are also not the only relevant safeguards: additional safeguards include impact assessments, mitigation measures, and benefit-sharing and compensation schemes.

According to the work of the UN Special Rapporteur, to be effective, consent procedures should:

- Be based on equitable and agreed-upon terms that are proportionate to the impacts;
- Include appropriate mitigation, compensation and benefit-sharing procedures; and
- Set the terms of a sustainable relationship between the community and company based on genuine partnership; and effective consultation processes should:
- Establish information-sharing mechanisms and build capacity on the community side to mitigate power imbalances and ensure that they are vehicles for dialogue;

---

**Resources: Films on Facilitated Dialogue Processes**

Three short films have been produced by the Corporate Social Responsibility Initiative at Harvard Kennedy School to illustrate how company-community dialogue processes have been developed using third party facilitation, in situations of conflict or distrust around energy projects. The stories are told in the voices of those involved: communities, company, NGOs, government and the facilitators.

- Making Monkey Business
- The Only Government We See
- Putting Ourselves in Their Shoes (Spanish language, English subtitles)

---

**Resources: indigenous peoples’ rights**

The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which has been endorsed by a large majority of states, reflects that indigenous peoples have inherent rights “which derive from their political, economic and social structures and from their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies, especially their rights to their lands, territories and resources”. Additional resources regarding indigenous peoples that are relevant to the O&G industry include:

- ILO Convention 169: the Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention (ratified by 20 states, notably in Latin America)
- IPIECA, Indigenous Peoples and the Oil and Gas Industry: Context, Issues and Emerging Good Practice
- International Council on Mining and Metals, Good Practice Guide: Indigenous Peoples and Mining
- IFC Performance Standard 7 on Indigenous Peoples, and the accompanying Guidance Note
- Inter-American Development Bank Operational Policy on Indigenous Peoples
– Take full account of indigenous decision-making processes;
– Ensure that all outcomes are rights-compatible; and
– Ideally enable indigenous peoples to set their own priorities and strategies for development.

Where to Start

For companies that are just starting to focus on assessing human rights risks and impacts, the following are some preliminary steps to consider:

Look at what internal or external expertise you have available on human rights and how you can involve those resources in your assessment process.

Consider what existing processes you have that may already provide information about human rights impacts.

Gather together colleagues from other relevant parts of the company to brainstorm your potential human rights impacts, using the matrix in Part 2.

Review how well you know the communities and workers who may be impacted by your operations and how you could best engage their views about the company and its impacts.
Questions to Ask

The following questions correspond with sub-sections A, B, C, D and E above. They should help test the extent to which a company’s assessment processes are consistent with the Guiding Principles:

II-A Building a Systematic Approach to Assessment
- What triggers do we have to launch or renew assessments at all the appropriate stages in a project?
- When we assess risk, do we look at risks to people and their human rights, not just risk to the company?
- Do our assessment take account of the perspectives of potentially affected stakeholders themselves and not just what we think the key issues are?
- Do our assessments look at all indicators of potential human rights impacts, not just past or familiar impacts, or a narrow set of human rights?

II-B Understanding your Operating Context
- How do we assess what the implications of our broader operating contexts are for respecting human rights?
- How do we consider risks arising from gaps in the regulatory framework or from conflicts between national laws and internationally recognised human rights?

II-C Reviewing Business Relationships
- Do our assessment processes include potential impacts arising through our business relationships, such as joint venture partners, governments, suppliers and contractors?
- Are our assessments of potential impacts from relationships conducted early enough to manage risks effectively, including “legacy” human rights issues from mergers, acquisitions or inherited contracts?

II-D Drawing on Expertise
- How have we engaged key internal departments/functions and trade unions or other worker representatives in our assessment processes, to benefit from existing expertise and build understanding of human rights impacts?
- What external resources exist that could inform our assessments, and how could we best draw on them to support and/or test our assessments?

II-E Consulting Affected Stakeholders
- How do we know whether we have identified all stakeholder groups who could be affected by a project? How do we identify those who may be particularly vulnerable to impacts?
- Who is responsible for consulting affected stakeholders, when and how? Do they have the necessary skills, resources and support?
- Do we seek free, prior and informed consent at least when dealing with indigenous communities? If so, how do we assess that such consent has been achieved?
Integrating and Acting

What do the UN Guiding Principles Expect?

To address negative human rights impacts, businesses should:

- Integrate the findings from their impact assessments across relevant internal functions and processes;
- Act to prevent and mitigate the impacts identified; and
- Have the internal decision-making, budget allocation and oversight processes in place to enable effective responses.

Why is this Important?

- Through the process of "integration" a company can take the findings from its assessment of impacts, identify who in the company needs to be involved in addressing them, and work with them to decide on an effective response.
- It is through the actions it takes to prevent or mitigate impacts that the company actually reduces its impacts on people: this is central to achieving respect for human rights.

What are the Steps Involved?

A. Building a Systematic Approach to Integrating and Acting
B. Prioritising Impacts for Action
C. Identifying Options to Prevent or Mitigate Potential Impacts
D. Creating and Using Leverage in Business Relationships
E. Acting in High-Risk Contexts
Building a Systematic Approach to Integrating and Acting

Key Points for Implementation

- If a company has strong systems in place to respond to potential human rights impacts, it is more likely to manage these risks effectively and reduce its actual impacts on people.
- If these processes are weak, action is more likely to be ad hoc, to miss some risks altogether and to fail to contribute to sustainable improvements over time.

Possible Approaches

- **Site-level and corporate level action**: Action to address potential human rights impacts is typically best decided at the site level in order to ensure it is tailored to local needs and realities. In some instances, it may be valuable or even necessary to involve individuals from the corporate/head office (and/or regional) level in decisions, or to get their agreement, for example where the human rights impacts are particularly severe and require an immediate response.

  The corporate/head office level may play an important role also in sharing experiences across sites of how to address certain kinds of impact. In this way, options that have been successful in one context can be considered in others. It may be useful periodically to bring together the staff who work on these issues at different sites to share their experiences directly. This can support the spreading of best practices. It may also point to common challenges that suggest a need for new or amended guidance from the corporate/head office level.

- **Integrating key staff into decisions on how to address impacts**: Individuals who are responsible for assessing human rights impacts – whether at the site or corporate/head office level – often have limited contact with the staff responsible for the activities or relationships that can contribute to impacts. Yet those closest to the impacts need to be involved in identifying and implementing solutions; otherwise they may not be sustainable. In smaller companies, day-to-day communication may be enough to achieve this integration. In larger companies, it can require a more systematised approach. This may include:
  - Developing structured cross-functional decision-making groups;
  - Including staff from relevant departments in discussions with external experts on specific challenges;
  - Having clear internal reporting requirements on the implementation of decisions;
  - And in the case of high-risk contexts or severe impacts:
    > Involving relevant staff from across the business in discussions with affected stakeholders on how to address impacts;
    > Involving senior management in decision-making and oversight.
Possible Approaches

- **Focusing on the risk to human rights**: Traditional prioritisation or “heat mapping” of risks rates the severity (or “consequence”) of impacts in terms of the risk they pose to the company. For human rights due diligence, severity is about the risk posed to human rights.

- **Understanding severity**: In some cases, it will be clear which impacts are potentially severe based on their:
  - **Scale**: How grave the impact is - for instance impacts on the right to life or to the health and safety of individual workers;
  - **Scope**: How many people are or will be affected - for example impacts on the livelihoods of entire communities, or the freedom of association of an entire workforce;
  - **Irremediable nature**: Whether it will be difficult or impossible to restore the people impacted to a situation that is equivalent to their situation before the impact - for example where religious and cultural heritage of indigenous peoples has been destroyed.

In other cases, O&G companies may find it useful to engage with affected stakeholders or their representatives to understand fully how severe impacts might be in practice.

- **Mapping severity and likelihood to identify priorities**: The other relevant factor for prioritising action is the likelihood of an impact. The likelihood of an impact may be increased by:
  (a) the local operating context(s) where the particular impacts may occur, as well as
  (b) specific business relationships that may be involved.

In traditional risk prioritisation, a risk that is low severity but high likelihood would have a similar priority to a risk that is high severity but low likelihood. However, in the case of human rights risks, a “high severity-low likelihood” impact takes clear priority.
In addition, while it may seem simplest to prioritise action on those impacts where the company has greatest leverage, in the context of human rights, it is the severity of impacts that should set priorities; leverage becomes relevant only in then considering what can be done (see Section III-D).

Prioritisation is a relative concept. This means that once the most severe potential impacts have been prevented or mitigated, the next most severe impacts need to be dealt with, and so on through all the impacts identified. Of course, different individuals or functions/departments within the company may be able to address different risks in parallel.

- **Addressing different levels of risk:** Companies may still need to know which risks to address first within each level of severity, starting with those in the most severe category. The logical starting point will be with those impacts that are most likely. Companies may also wish to take account of where they are most able to achieve change. Where these judgements are particularly difficult it may be helpful to discuss or test proposed approaches with expert stakeholders.

### Identifying Options to Prevent or Mitigate Potential Impacts

#### Key Points for Implementation

To identify the best ways to address potential impacts, a company first needs to understand the nature of its involvement:

- Where the company is at risk of **causing** an impact, it should take the necessary steps to prevent the impact from occurring.
- Where the company is at risk of **contributing** to an impact, it should first take steps to avoid this contribution. Where it does not control those who may contribute to the impact, it should use its **leverage** with them to mitigate the remaining risk.
- Where a negative impact may be directly linked to the company’s operations, products or services through a business relationship, even without a contribution by the company itself, it should use whatever leverage it has to mitigate the risk that the impact occurs.

#### Possible Approaches

- **Addressing impacts the company may cause or contribute to:** Structured assessment processes such as SIA/ESIA/ESHIAs typically result in a series of actions that should be taken to address the impacts identified. These are often reflected in a formal action plan that sets out specific steps and timelines, and assigns accountability and budgets. O&G companies will find it helpful to address human rights impacts in the same way to ensure that they are integrated into company processes for implementation and accountability.

  O&G companies may find themselves facing difficult decisions on how to respond to some human rights risks. For example:

---

**Example: Local Procurement**

Where procurement laws or practices are weak, local procurement processes can suffer due to lack of transparency, corruption or nepotism. This can be a particular risk where companies are under pressure to meet local content targets. Online procurement is a way to reduce direct interactions with suppliers at critical points, thus avoiding corruption and enhancing transparency.

One oil and gas company developed an e-procurement system for use in an African country of operations. The system is specifically geared towards the needs of SMEs, so as to increase local participation in their supply chains. The system includes mapping of local SMEs to enhance outreach; a rating system to assess SME competency; public workshops to communicate uniformly to the contractor market; access to information technology; training and skills enhancement and access to finance.

---

**III C**
An action to reduce the risk of human rights impacts on some stakeholders may create risks for others. For example, relocating communities to a site that is closer to alternative jobs but further from water sources may mitigate risks to livelihoods and work but increase impacts on women who have to fetch water. One solution may be to make water sustainably available at the new site.

An action to reduce the risk to one human right may increase the perceived risk to another. For example, involving women or young people in consultation processes may be seen as a threat to local indigenous traditions and cultures. One approach can be to consult with both women and local male leaders on the design of projects that gradually raise women’s awareness and voice.

Addressing such risks requires a full understanding of the issues and an ability to work with this complexity. It is not an option simply to assume that an increase in respect for one right cancels out reduced respect for another right. Instead, efforts must be made to address all the impacts, while recognising that perfect solutions may not exist.

In some cases there will be examples within the industry of how to manage these tensions successfully. Where examples are not available, or not appropriate to local circumstances, it can be particularly beneficial to involve local experts in discussions on how to respond. Depending on the issues, it may be possible to involve representatives of affected stakeholder groups, whether workers or communities, in seeking a collaborative solution that also reflects their ideas and preferences.

Addressing impacts that are linked to the company’s operations, but without any contribution on its part:

Negative impacts can be directly linked to an O&G company’s operations even when it has not caused or contributed to them. Another business or a government may impact human rights when providing goods, services or other operational needs to the O&G company. For example, if the staff of the company’s security provider harass or sexually abuse local women, or if a contractor retains the passports of migrant workers and they are placed in a position of bonded labour, this kind of “direct linkage” to the O&G company occurs.

In this situation, the Guiding Principles make clear that the company should take reasonable steps to prevent or reduce the risk of these impacts recurring. The main means of doing so will lie in the company’s leverage over those who caused the abuse. Approaches to creating and using leverage are discussed in Section III-D below.

Addressing impacts from the earliest stages:

O&G companies have traditionally paid less attention to dealing with potential human rights impacts at the exploration stage of projects than they do during later stages such as construction and production. They may be concerned about raising local community expectations about a potential project, or under pressure to reduce the costs of exploration. However, this can be a false economy. A lack of due diligence can lead to negative impacts that create a legacy of poor relationships with communities. The company – or any other company to which it sells its rights – then has to address these impacts at a later stage, when it will be considerably more difficult to do so.

Possible approaches to prevent and mitigate impacts at the exploration stage include:

- Working to ensure that company budgets and timelines for preventing or remediating any impacts include those that may arise during exploration;
- Undertaking joint efforts with companies on neighbouring exploration blocks to engage with affected communities. This could include not only jointly explaining the implications for communities if exploration is successful, but also instituting a shared grievance mechanism from an early stage;
- Addressing compensation needs and claims during exploration in a rigorous and prompt manner, and ensuring that issues relating to security are managed in line with the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights;
- Making clear to third-party exploration companies that the effectiveness of how impacts are prevented or mitigated will influence how projects are valued at the time of acquisition; and then working with internal teams dealing with M&A, negotiations and due diligence, to reflect this in company decisions;
- In the case of exploration companies, explaining and illustrating the value that their work to mitigate human rights impacts should represent to a purchasing company.
Creating and Using Leverage in Business Relationships

Key Points for Implementation

- The Guiding Principles define "leverage" as the ability of a company "to effect change in the wrongful practices of an entity that causes harm"; in short, its ability to influence the behaviour of others.
- Leverage does not determine whether a company has responsibility for an impact: responsibility results solely from the company's involvement with the impact through cause, contribution or "linkage".
- Leverage is relevant for identifying ways to address those impacts identified. Companies should use their leverage to try to change the behaviour of any business partners involved. If a company lacks leverage there may be ways to increase it.
- If it proves impossible over time to achieve change through their leverage, companies should consider ending the relationship in question, taking into account:
  - Credible assessments of any negative impacts from doing so;
  - That the more severe the abuse, the more quickly the business will need to see change before it decides whether to end the relationship.
- If a company stays in a business relationship with risks of severe impacts – for instance where it concludes no reasonable alternative exists – it will need to:
  - Be able to show how it is trying to mitigate the risks;
  - Be prepared to accept any consequences of the continued relationship (whether legal, reputational, financial).

Possible Approaches

The terms of contracts and other project-related agreements, such as Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs), play a critical role in defining leverage in a company's relationships. This is true across relationships with governments, joint venture partners, suppliers and contractors.

- **Leverage with governments:** International O&G Companies often have to negotiate agreements with host governments. The *Principles for Responsible Contracts*, developed by the former UN Special Representative provide valuable guidance on steps to ensure these agreements enable respect for human rights. Many of the same steps could be applied to other agreements, such as the negotiation of MOUs with public security forces or the terms of land acquisition and resettlement processes.

Where governments are unwilling to include human rights provisions in agreements, companies need to look for other avenues to introduce these issues, such as through operating procedures, MOUs with security forces, capacity building of operating staff and through continued engagement with the government on human rights issues.

Resources: The Principles for Responsible Contracts

The *Principles for Responsible Contracts* were developed under the mandate of the former Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Business and Human Rights. They identify 10 Principles to help states and business investors integrate the management of human rights risks into investment project contract negotiations. The principles cover:

1. Project negotiations preparation and planning
2. Management of potential adverse human rights impacts
3. Project operating standards
4. Stabilisation clauses
5. “Additional goods or service provision”
6. Physical security for the project
7. Community engagement
8. Project monitoring and compliance
9. Grievance mechanisms for non-contractual harms to third parties
10. Transparency/Disclosure of contract terms
O&G companies may also find it helpful to include references to widely recognised standards in agreements with a government or joint venture partner, such as the IFC Performance Standards, the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights, or the legal standards in core ILO Conventions. These can provide clear and agreed reference points for the conduct of the project. O&G companies working in the same country may also be able to engage the government collectively in discussions on the human rights risks of natural resource exploitation.

National O&G Companies often have particular leverage with the government when they are operating in their home state. They may be able to use this to reduce human rights risks, for example by explaining the benefits of conducting land acquisition and stakeholder consultations in accordance with best practice.

Where an O&G company uses its leverage to lobby a government on policy or regulatory measures, it will want to ensure that this:

- Is consistent with the company’s own responsibility to respect the human rights of workers and communities;
- Would not, in practice, undermine the state’s duty to protect human rights.

• Leverage regarding public security: The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights envisage a number of steps O&G and other companies can take to exercise leverage with regard to public security, including:

  - Encouraging host state governments to allow security arrangements to be made transparent and accessible to the public, subject to any overriding safety and security concerns;
  - Taking all appropriate and lawful measures, when providing equipment to public security, to mitigate any foreseeable human rights abuses and violations of international humanitarian law;
  - Using their influence to promote the following principles with public security:
    a. Individuals credibly implicated in human rights abuses should not provide security services for companies;
    b. Force should be used only when strictly necessary and to an extent proportional to the threat;
    c. The rights of individuals should not be abused while exercising the right to freedom of association and peaceful assembly, the right to engage in collective bargaining, or other related rights of company employees as recognised by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work;
  - Holding structured meetings with public security on a regular basis to discuss security, human rights and related workplace safety issues;
  - Consulting regularly with other companies, host and home state governments, and civil society to discuss security and human rights;
  - Considering raising concerns with the host and home state governments collectively with other companies operating in the same region with the same concerns;
  - Promoting observance of applicable international law enforcement principles in their consultations with host state governments, particularly those reflected in the UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials and the UN Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms;

---

**Example: Stabilisation Clauses**

Research was conducted under the mandate of the former Special Representative of the UN Secretary-General for Business and Human Rights into the ways in which so-called “stabilisation clauses” in Investor-State Agreements (sometimes called “Host Government Agreements”) could either exempt investors from compliance with new laws passed by a host state government designed to promote environmental, social or human rights goals, or entitle investors to be compensated for the costs of complying with them.

One O&G company was criticised by civil society groups for the terms of the stabilisation clauses in its contracts with states through which a planned pipeline would pass. These clauses were seen as undermining the willingness and ability of the host states in question to fulfill their human rights duties regarding issues such as non-discrimination, the human rights of workers and the protection of the environment. The company responded by amending the contracts via an additional document signed by the company. This made clear that the company would not interpret or use the stabilisation clauses in such a way as to undercut the host states’ ability to regulate human rights and improve human rights protection in line with internationally-recognised human rights.

They then made similar amendments to contracts underpinning another pipeline project in the same region.
Supporting efforts by governments, civil society and multilateral institutions to provide human rights training and education for public security as well as their efforts to strengthen state institutions to ensure accountability and respect for human rights.

Leverage with private security providers: The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights propose that companies working with private security providers should seek to:

- Include specific standards, where appropriate, in the terms of their agreements with private security providers;
- Ensure that private security personnel are adequately trained to respect the rights of employees and the local community;
- Include in agreements requirements for the investigation of unlawful or abusive behaviour and appropriate disciplinary actions;
- Ensure that agreements permit termination of the relationship where there is credible evidence of unlawful or abusive behaviour by private security personnel.

Leverage in joint ventures (JVs): Where an O&G company is entering into a joint venture, there are a range of ways in which it can generate leverage, such as:

- Seeking to enter into JVs with “like-minded organisations” where that is possible;
- Influencing how the JV is structured, for example by:
  > Selecting a lead operator that is committed to respecting rights;
  > Integrating respect for rights into the terms of the JV contract (including clauses defining standards to be followed and provisions for monitoring and reporting);
  > Seeking financing from an institution that requires its clients to meet certain social and environmental standards, which therefore have to be integrated into the project management;
  > Seeking majority ownership.
Where the company is a minority partner, it may seek also leverage through other routes such as:

- Securing a Board position;
- Seeking special voting provisions on issues that raise significant human rights risks (such as land acquisition, security or emergency situations);
- Securing a senior management role with responsibility for social/human rights issues;
- Seconding staff to other key functions (such as health and safety, or audit);
- Seeking provisions in the JV contract for periodic assessments of the project, including its social, environmental and human rights performance, by an independent third party;
- Integrating discussions on how to manage human rights impacts into key technical meetings.

Example: Collaborative Action

In one high-risk country, the government invited foreign companies to bid for the right to explore oil and gas blocks. Interested companies jointly asked the government to revise its bidding procedures to include minimum standards relating to transparency and the management of environmental and social impacts. The government agreed to postpone the bidding to review its procedures, and re-asserted its commitment to international standards of transparency.

Several factors assisted the companies in exercising leverage over the government, including:

- The government was demanding a production sharing contract and partnership with the state-owned NOC. However, concerns had been raised in the international media about corruption and human rights abuse linked to the NOC.
- The government was seeking to diversify its existing base of investors; and had itself committed to increasing transparency; and
- Many of the companies were subject to reporting requirements related to transparency and human rights impacts by their home governments.
• **Leverage with contractors/suppliers:** An O&G company’s contractors and suppliers have their own responsibility to respect human rights throughout their operations. However, if they are unable or unwilling to meet that responsibility, any resulting human rights impacts may be directly linked to the O&G company’s operations. Approaches to avoid this situation can include:
  
  - Pre-screening contractors and suppliers on the basis of their commitment and capacity to respect internationally-recognised human rights;
  
  - Identifying respect for human rights as a condition in tenders and contract renewals;
  
  - Inserting language into contracts that requires compliance with the company’s policy commitment, with internationally-recognised human rights, or with other codes or principles that are aligned with them;
  
  - Addressing any particular risks from the behaviour of on-site contractors, including security providers, by including their staff in training wherever possible;
  
  - Committing to increased prices or sustained/increased future business in recognition of good human rights performance;
  
  - Engaging with suppliers about the extent to which the company’s own purchasing practices may support or hinder them in meeting their responsibility to respect human rights, and addressing any negative incentives they may create;
  
  - Helping contractors develop their own knowledge and systems to ensure respect for human rights;
  
  - Providing feedback and mentoring when problems are initially identified, rather than simply “black-listing” the relevant business;
  
  - Making clear, if practices do not change, what the consequences may be, including a more public expression of concern or even termination of the relationship.

• **Leverage with local contractors/suppliers:** Host government agreements with International O&G Companies, their requirements of National O&G Companies, or those companies’ own practices may require certain levels of “local content”– meaning contracts that must go to local suppliers or a percentage of the workforce that must be hired locally. This can be important in providing local jobs, growth and development opportunities. It may also bring increased human rights risks if local businesses lack the awareness or capacity to ensure their own operations respect human rights.

Developing and implementing an effective local content strategy requires intensive internal engagement and buy-in. It may be necessary to amend existing procurement strategies and systems. It will be important to work closely with suppliers, contractors and local communities more broadly.

• **Leverage through persuasion:** Company efforts to exercise leverage through persuasion will be important at all levels, for example between a site-level security manager and public security forces, and between senior management and the government. This can happen through both formal and informal communication channels.

It may be useful to seek out opportunities to explain and illustrate the business case for respecting human rights to partners, for instance in terms of the significant costs of increased conflict with local communities.

---

**Example: Leverage in Joint Ventures**

One O&G company considering a joint venture to conduct exploration in a challenging context insisted on accompanying the proposed JV partner into the field. The company spent a day “shadowing” the potential partner’s management and community relations team in the exploration block as they engaged with local indigenous communities. It was able to see for itself the potential partner’s approach to community engagement and to show them the importance of this issue to its decision on entering the JV. It also wanted to demonstrate to the local communities its intention to enter into a relationship based on mutual respect.

The company decided to enter into the JV as a minority partner. It wrote into the contract a requirement that 100% of the shareholders vote on issues that posed heightened risks to human rights, specifically any decisions being taken on resettlement or agreements with the state for the provision of security. (The requirement for other issues was that 60% of shareholders vote.) The company then incorporated this approach into its internal guidance for contract negotiators and applied it to other joint ventures.

**Example: Including Social Commitments in Agreements with Contractors**

One oil and gas company has a process for ensuring that social commitments are embedded in contracts and to enhance contractor capacities. Bidders submit a preliminary Social Management Plan (including plans for community engagement, grievance resolution, resettlement, local hiring, impact mitigation, monitoring and reporting). After contracts are awarded, contractors are assisted in finalising the plan. Workshops and training are also offered. Contractors must have community liaison officers or social focal points. They must also ensure their contracts with their own sub-contractors include the same social requirements. Company social experts work with contractors to support them in meeting their commitments.
due to human rights impacts. In some cases it may be possible to form a joint steering committee with the host government to address specific issues, such as government implementation of the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights or good practices in revenue transparency.

### Resources: The Costs of Conflict
Evidence suggests that the costs for extractive companies of failing to address the concerns of communities regarding human rights and other impacts can be material to their bottom line. For more on the evidence, see Rachel Davis and Daniel Franks, *The Costs of Company-Community Conflict in the Extractive Industry.*

### Resources: Operating in conflict-affected areas
For more resources on operating in conflict-affected areas, see:
- IHRB, *From Red Flags to Green Flags: The corporate responsibility to respect human rights in high-risk countries*
- International Alert, *Conflict-Sensitive Business Practice: Guidance for Extractive Industries*
- International Alert and Fafo, *Red Flags: Liability Risks for Companies Operating in High-Risk Zones*

### Acting in High-Risk Contexts

#### Key Points for Implementation

- The responsibilities of companies with regard to human rights do not increase in high-risk contexts, but the challenges of fully meeting those responsibilities often do.
- Home states have a particularly important role to play in supporting companies operating in situations of heightened risk to human rights, including by providing adequate assistance to their efforts to assess and address these heightened risks.
- Companies should pay particular attention to any risk of causing or contributing to gross human rights abuses, which may also have legal implications for the company.

#### Possible Approaches

- **Operating where governments systematically fail to protect human rights:** Under the Guiding Principles, companies are expected, wherever possible, to respect internationally recognised human rights as well as comply with national law. Where national law and international human rights conflict, companies should respect the principles of internationally recognised human rights to the greatest extent possible in the circumstances. They should also be prepared explain their efforts to do so.

  Where national law appears to conflict with internationally-recognised human rights, an O&G company’s assessment processes should identify this risk. The company should then actively explore the extent of the conflict, for example by:
  - Seeking clarification from the government;
  - Challenging the relevant provision where that is feasible;
  - Learning from what peers have done.

  As O&G companies consider how they might best honour the principles underlying internationally-recognised human rights, it will often be helpful to discuss the challenges with external experts, and where possible with affected stakeholders or their representatives, to gain their perspectives on any proposed approaches.

- **Preparing for dilemma situations:** The more an O&G company has prepared staff for dealing with dilemmas through training, scenarios, "lessons learned" exercises and similar approaches, the better prepared it will be in to respond to challenging situations. It might:
- Provide specific guidance on heightened risk situations, such as resettlement processes, compensation schemes, or engagement with indigenous peoples;
- Back this up by specialist support when a particular dilemma situation is triggered, for example by sending corporate-level experts to accompany field staff through the process;
- Give a cross-functional group of staff responsibility for identifying situations of heightened risk and developing appropriate strategies.

• Operating in conflict-affected areas: The Guiding Principles make clear that some of the worst human rights abuses involving companies happen in the context of conflict, latent conflict or fragile states. Governments are often least able or willing to meet their own duty to protect human rights in these situations, and may even be involved in human rights abuses.

Particular strategies will be needed to manage risks in these contexts. They might include:

- Paying increased attention to inclusive mapping of potentially affected stakeholders and conducting more extensive stakeholder engagement;
- Developing a close understanding of the conflict’s history and dynamics, beyond the region around the project site;
- Assessing whether any company decisions or actions may exacerbate conflict;
- Using credible third parties to help assess human rights risk and monitor the company’s performance;
- Ensuring the company’s systems are able to capture and respond to unpredictable, rapidly-changing risk levels;
- Increasing senior-level engagement in the risk management process;
- Providing increased transparency regarding the company’s efforts to address human rights risks, where this can be done without exacerbating the situation.

---

**Example: Addressing Human Rights Issues as a Condition to Signing Government Agreements**

Discussing legacy issues, especially those related to conflict, humanitarian crises or pandemics, can be sensitive for host governments in their dealings with O&G companies. Governments may fear implying that they accept certain responsibilities that could then be used against them. At the same time, O&G companies need to understand any risks that their exploration and production activities may aggravate an often complex set of pre-existing human rights issues.

Several O&G exploration companies entering a post-conflict zone secured an agreement from the government to have an independent third party clear land mines, as a pre-condition to starting operations. Another company sought an independent human rights risk assessment that included HIV-related issues, before signing a contract with the government. The assessment led the company to adopt a more stringent code of conduct with contractors. In both cases the companies were able to address the risks by demonstrating the benefits this would bring to the government as well.
Where to Start

For companies that are just starting to focus on integrating and acting, the following are some preliminary steps to consider:

- Bring a group of colleagues from relevant parts of the company together to discuss the potential impacts you have identified.
- Discuss with them which are most severe in terms of the impact on human rights and plot them on a heat map to identify priorities.
- Review industry-specific guides and talk with industry colleagues for ideas on how to prevent and mitigate your priority risks.
- Brainstorm ways you could increase leverage with business partners to address risks, including through the terms of contracts and agreements.
- Consider how responsibility for action would be most logically allocated within the company and seek support from those concerned.
Questions to Ask

The following questions correspond to sub-sections A, B, C, D and E above. They should help test the extent to which the company’s processes to integrate and act on the results of its assessments are consistent with the Guiding Principles:

### III-A Building a Systematic Approach to Integrating and Acting
- How do we involve those staff whose work relates to our potential impacts in finding ways to address them?
- Are there ways in which we can help share learning across different operating sites about effective options for preventing and mitigating impacts?

### III-B Prioritising Impacts for Action
- Do our existing processes prioritise which human rights impacts we address first based on their severity? If not, how could we adjust them to do so?
- How do we take account of how the local operating context or specific business relationships may increase the severity or likelihood of a potential impact?

### III-C Identifying Options to Prevent or Mitigate Potential Impacts
- How do we address risks from the earliest stages of our involvement in a project?
- How do we identify the most appropriate options for addressing impacts we may cause or contribute to?
- How do we take account of impacts that may be linked to our operations, but without any contribution on our part, and identify ways to reduce these risks?

### III-D Creating and Using Leverage in Business Relationships
- What processes do we have for building leverage into our business relationships from the earliest stages?
- What guidance on human rights do we provide to staff who negotiate contracts with business partners (joint ventures, host governments, suppliers, contractors)?
- Is there more we could do to generate leverage in order to reduce our human rights risks?
- How can we learn from peers and stakeholders about the options that may exist?

### III-E Acting in High-Risk Contexts
- Do staff understand the need to try to honour the principles of internationally recognised human rights even where they appear to conflict with national law? How do we manage this in practice?
- What additional steps do we take in conflict-affected areas to address the increased risks of involvement with human rights impacts, including risks of exacerbating conflict?
- How do we prepare staff for handling dilemma situations and internalise any learning they offer?
Tracking Performance

What do the UN Guiding Principles Expect?

- Companies need to track their responses to actual and potential human rights impacts to evaluate how effectively they are being addressed.
- Tracking should be based on appropriate qualitative and quantitative indicators and draw on internal and external feedback, including from affected stakeholders.

Why is this Important?

- Tracking how well the company is managing its human rights risks is the only way the company can really know it is respecting human rights in practice.
- Tracking is a crucial dimension of continuous improvement – it helps the company identify trends and patterns; it highlights recurring problems that may require more systemic changes to policies or processes, as well as good practices that can be shared across the company.
- Tracking is also essential for the company to be able to communicate accurately to all its stakeholders about what it is doing to meet its responsibility to respect human rights.

What are the Steps Involved?

A. Building a Systematic Approach to Tracking
B. Developing Indicators
C. Incorporating Stakeholder Perspectives
D. Tracking through Business Relationships
Possible Approaches

- **Benefiting from the company’s other tracking systems:** O&G companies may find it helpful either to learn from or build on any existing systems it has for tracking its performance in areas related to human rights. Examples include:
  - Health and safety;
  - Environmental management;
  - Ethics and compliance;
  - Reviews of security providers, including adherence to the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights;
  - Internal control audits;
  - Self-assessments at the business unit level;
  - Reviews by external third parties.

Some of these processes or systems will already track how the company manages certain human rights risks. Similarly, companies may be tracking human rights issues as part of their compliance with home or host state regulations, with the requirements of stock exchanges or project financiers, or with reporting standards they have chosen to follow. The company could map those issues being tracked against the company’s leading human rights risks to see whether and where there are gaps they need to fill.

As in other areas of human rights due diligence, it is important to keep in mind the distinct features of human rights. For example, tracking processes should take full account of stakeholder perceptions of the company’s human rights performance, and not just of “facts” as determined by the company. This requires particular attention to feedback from affected stakeholders (see Section IV-C below).

- **Tracking at site and corporate levels:** Much of the information for tracking performance will be at the site level. For larger companies, information may also come through engagement at the corporate/head office level with international NGOs, global or regional trade unions, or socially-responsible investors. Companies will want to ensure that this information is brought together and evaluated.

  It will be particularly important for the corporate/head office level to be able to keep track of more severe human rights risks and impacts at different sites. Companies’ experience in tracking safety incidents may provide a useful precedent, with scorecards and/or major incidents typically brought to the attention of top management or the Board.

- **Conducting root cause analysis:** Where a severe human rights impact has occurred, or lesser impacts occur repeatedly, O&G companies should consider a deeper analysis of the underlying or “root” causes of the incident. Initial impressions may suggest that the company’s own actions or decisions had nothing to do with the impacts; but in some cases a deeper analysis might reveal that it did in fact play a role, and show how it could help prevent the same thing from recurring. Many O&G companies already have experience of applying root cause analysis to major health and safety or environmental incidents. They may be able to adopt and adapt these methodologies for human rights issues as well.
• Designing tracking systems to encourage company-wide engagement:
  Tracking systems can be a tool that encourages other departments to
  engage actively in responding to impacts. For example:
  - A tracking system may provide data that shows cause and effect between
    increased demands by procurement and code breaches by suppliers, or
    between certain activities of construction staff and complaints from
    communities. This evidence can help engage the relevant departments in
    addressing problems and avoiding their recurrence;
  - A tracking system might require that a function or department be
    given responsibility for investigating an impact, create automatic
    deadlines for a response or update, and elevate the issue to senior
    management if deadlines are missed. This can help stimulate active
    engagement from those concerned.

Systematising tracking in this way can emphasise the relevance of human
rights issues for the whole company. It can encourage staff to think
preventatively and not just in terms of responding when issues arise.

• Linking human rights performance data to staff performance
  assessments: Good human rights performance data can help drive
  continuous improvement within an O&G company. This may be most
effective where that data is factored into performance assessments for
functions/departments as well as individual staff, across all those parts of
the business that influence human rights risks. For example:
  - The company might require a country-level manager to sign-off on an
    annual review that includes a site’s human rights performance;
  - If an investigation shows that the actions of certain staff contributed to
    a severe human rights impact, this could lead to an appropriate sanction,
    whether financial or non-financial;
  - Where actions by staff help prevent a severe human rights impact,
    this could be the subject of a financial or non-financial reward, showing
    that the company values attention to human rights issues.

**Example: Using Security Indicators to Improve Company Performance**
One company has used extensive indicators focused on security and human rights to
monitor, evaluate and improve the social performance of a specific high-risk project.
These include yes/no, frequency and open-ended indicators to look at: human rights risk
and impact assessments; legal, contractual and training measures; monitoring and
oversight; equipment transfers; and actions taken in response to human rights incidents.
An assessment against these indicators identified opportunities to improve the
company’s management of private security contractors. It enabled a thorough
understanding of existing community tensions and conflicts and the potential for
the project’s socioeconomic impacts to exacerbate such conflicts or ignite new
ones. This resulted in a strategy to prevent security incidents, rather than just protect
company assets.

**Developing Indicators**

**Key Points for Implementation**

- Quantitative indicators offer precision and can often fit more easily with
  existing systems for tracking company performance.
- However, because respect for human rights is about impacts on people,
  qualitative indicators will also be important. This includes feedback from
  potentially affected stakeholders wherever possible.
Possible Approaches

- **Sources of inspiration for indicators:** Indicators need to make sense in the local contexts where O&G companies are operating. Useful sources can include:
  - Identifiable trends or patterns, such as repeat types of incidents. These might be at one site, suggesting local lessons, or across a number of sites, offering lessons for the company as a whole;
  - Feedback from local staff, who have “boots on the ground” or live in local communities and may see and hear things that management cannot;
  - Behavioural indicators that help predict future impacts. For example, if staff are disrespectful of local communities, this is often a leading indicator that human rights risks may not be identified or managed;
  - Feedback from affected stakeholders, including vulnerable or marginalised groups that can help the company understand how it is perceived;
  - The identification of differential impacts on women and men, or on people from different minorities, religions or castes.

- **Balancing quantitative and qualitative indicators:** Good quantitative indicators can be useful in conveying concisely how well a company is managing human rights risks. They may be particularly helpful in O&G companies, where so many staff have scientific/engineering backgrounds and may be most comfortable with numerical data. Just as O&G companies report safety incidents involving on-site employees and contractors and track the number of days since the last incident occurred, they could do the same for incidents affecting local communities.

However, qualitative indicators will often be essential in helping an O&G company interpret quantitative data on human rights performance. For example, a relatively low number of complaints raised through a company grievance mechanism may reflect a reduction in incidents, or a lack of trust in the mechanism. Feedback from potential users of the mechanism will be essential to understand which interpretation is correct.

- **Balancing outcome-focused and process-focused indicators:** Many indicators will look at incidents or impacts that have already occurred. These will certainly be relevant to tracking performance. However, process indicators are also important in interpreting data. For example, an indicator that shows community agreement to resettlement plans is better understood when reviewed against an indicator for stakeholder consultation processes. A community’s “agreement” will be understood differently – on the one hand where processes allow staff to sign agreements with self-identified leaders who claim to speak for communities; and on the other hand where processes require open, informed and inclusive discussions with communities, together with their leaders.

- **Indicators for training:** Many O&G companies place an emphasis on training staff in human rights compliance. It may therefore be valuable to develop measures that test the effectiveness of training, beyond simply tracking the number of staff trained. This might focus on assessing how well participants understand what they learned and how far they put the learning into practice in their work. This could be assessed, for example, using baseline surveys pre and post-training, and at a follow-up point some months later.

---

**Resources: Developing indicators**

To date there are no publicly-available indicators that fully reflect the UN Guiding Principles. However, recent sector-specific initiatives by the Global Reporting Initiative (“GRI”), and by IPIECA, the American Petroleum Institute (“API”) and the International Oil and Gas Producers Association (“OGP”), may help identify indicators that can be tested against the Guiding Principles and further expanded.

- Global Reporting Initiative, G4 Sustainability Reporting Guidelines and Oil and Gas Sector Supplement, v3.1
- IPIECA, API and OGP. Oil and Gas Industry Guidance on Voluntary Sustainability Reporting.

---

**Example: Empowering Communities to Evaluate Company Performance**

One extractive company is using a “Community Scorecard” to achieve a more effective means of listening to and engaging with affected communities. At regular community forums, the company provides updates on its activities, followed by questions and answers with communities. The company then provides performance metrics, based on verifiable data, across five areas the community has rated as a priority: environmental performance, local hiring, safety, transparency and leaving a positive legacy for the community. During the sessions, communities rate the company’s performance across the five priority areas: ‘exceed expectations’, ‘meet expectations’, ‘below expectations’, or ‘need more information’. The Scorecard uses wireless remote push button technology that allows the company to capture feedback in real time and display it for attendees. They then discuss the feedback they are seeing, and the communities offer ideas on how the company can improve. The results are aggregated and shared publicly, including every six months in local newspapers. The company holds enough forums to ensure a sample size that reflects the ideas and opinions of the broader communities. Community feedback indicates that members see the voting system as giving them ‘voice’, particularly for people who are normally quiet in public settings on public issues. The company sees these efforts as helping it become the project developer of choice, and adding value to its options for growth.
Incorporating Stakeholder Perspectives

Key Points for Implementation

- External perspectives on the company's performance can provide important verification of its own evaluation, and may identify indicators it would otherwise miss.
- The perspectives of potentially affected stakeholders are particularly important for understanding how well the company is managing the risks of impacting their rights.

Possible Approaches

- **Involving stakeholders:** There will always be subjective elements to evaluating how well a company is meeting its responsibility to respect human rights in practice. Involving stakeholders directly in tracking processes can test the company's assumptions on how well it is doing, and lend credibility to the conclusions reached.

  O&G companies could consider a number of possible approaches, including:
  
  - Working with trade unions locally or at the global level (potentially through a Global Framework Agreement), and with other civil society actors, to monitor workers' human rights and assess the effectiveness of existing auditing approaches;
  
  - Setting up structured joint fact-finding or monitoring programs with independent experts, civil society representatives, or panels of local community members (with training and support where needed);
  
  - For particularly large or complex projects, forming national or international advisory panels consisting of experts, trade union and civil society representatives to provide periodic, formal reviews of performance. These can also incorporate feedback from affected stakeholders;
  
  - Where there is a history of company-community or management-worker distrust, identifying an individual or organisation that all parties will trust to provide accurate assessments of the company's efforts to address its impacts.

- **The role of operational-level grievance mechanisms:** Local-level grievance mechanisms can provide an important channel for affected communities to express any concerns about impacts and how they are being addressed. Equivalent mechanisms for workers can play a similar role. Workers at the site level can be important sources of feedback regarding both impacts on their own human rights, and impacts on communities. As always, such mechanisms must not undermine the role of legitimate trade unions. (For more on grievance mechanisms, see Section VI).

  The company’s tracking processes or systems will benefit from integrating this information, while respecting confidentiality and taking steps to prevent retaliation.

---

Example: Independent Advisory Groups

Independent advisory groups can play a useful role either in providing independent advice on human rights (and related social/environmental) issues across a company’s operations, or on a more targeted basis in regard to certain high-risk projects.

One company established a high-level external panel in connection with the construction of a pipeline that had been the subject of stakeholder concern. The panel was appointed by the CEO to provide objective advice to the company on the economic, social and environmental impacts of the project and of its other activities in the relevant region. Its tasks included: reviewing the company’s plans to manage the project’s impacts both along the pipeline and at the regional level; examining the application of the company’s policies regarding the project; critically appraising the project’s impacts; and making recommendations for improvement.

The panel was supported by technical experts who reported directly to it. It conducted annual visits to the affected countries and consulted directly with a wide range of stakeholders. It issued annual public reports with recommendations, to which the company responded publicly.
Possible Approaches

• **The role of contracts:** Including monitoring requirements in contracts can be an effective way of tracking how business partners are managing the risks of human rights impacts. Joint venture JV agreements can incorporate provisions on monitoring and reporting to JV partners on certain topics, including human rights. Contracts with suppliers and contractors, including private security providers, can provide for auditing or assessments of their compliance with internationally-recognised human rights. Once the company has the monitoring information, it can use it to seek any necessary improvements with business partners.

• **Securing meaningful audit data about suppliers and contractors:** Systems for monitoring and auditing suppliers are common in many industries. They can provide useful and necessary “snap-shot” data about suppliers’ performance. However they are also seen to have a number of limitations:
  - They often miss issues due to their brief nature;
  - They may fail to grasp the bigger picture or root cause of repeated human rights impacts;
  - Suppliers who wish to manipulate records often do so successfully;
  - Workers may exercise self-censorship in audit interviews, due to intimidation or fear;
  - These processes have a poor record in generating sustainable improvements across a range of human rights over time.

There has therefore been a move among consumer goods industries towards more “partnership-based” and collaborative approaches to their suppliers. These complement, and may in some instances even replace, audits. They often include:

  - Supporting or analysing the root cause(s) of significant impacts. This can test the conclusions drawn from audits and find any underlying problems;
  - Assessing not only suppliers’ compliance with internationally-recognised human rights in terms of “outcomes” achieved, but also the quality of their forward-looking management systems to identify and address their own human rights risks;
  - Sharing the buying company’s own experience in managing human rights risks, including lessons for effective indicators and tracking systems;

---

**Resources: Tracking Supplier/Contractor Performance**

- The Fair Labor Association Workplace Code of Conduct and Compliance Benchmarks, and the Ethical Trading Initiative Base Code have compliance benchmarks that may be helpful to O&G companies looking for indicators against which to assess their suppliers or contractors in relation to labour and environmental standards.
- The Implementation Guidance Tools on the Voluntary Principles provide suggestions for monitoring the performance of private and public security providers.
– Sharing data that helps suppliers see the business case for addressing human rights risks in their own operations.

O&G companies may benefit from these experiences as they develop or refine their own approaches to supply chain audits. Given the sheer number of suppliers that a large company may have, it may be most realistic and productive to focus these efforts on suppliers that have the greatest human rights risks, whether due to the nature of their products, services or operating context. Some O&G companies already adopt similar approaches in their monitoring of private security providers; these may also be applicable to relationships with public security.

Where to Start

For companies that are just starting to focus on tracking their human rights performance, the following are some preliminary steps to consider:

Consider whether you have existing processes, including at the site level, that can provide information to help you track human rights performance, and identify any human rights risks they do not cover.

For larger companies, consider what you can best track at the local level, and what needs to be captured at corporate/head office, and how you could connect the two.

Look at GRI and industry sources for some initial indicators that would be workable and meaningful. Consider how you could test their value with others inside or outside the company.

Identify how you could get genuine feedback from affected stakeholders, and what information or perspectives would help you interpret the quantitative data you have.
### Questions to Ask

The following questions correspond to sub-sections A, B, C and D above. They should help test the extent to which the company’s tracking processes are consistent with the Guiding Principles:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV-A</th>
<th>Building a Systematic Approach to Tracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>How do we ensure that our indicators of performance are adequate and complete and that we have a true picture of our performance on human rights over time?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>When and how do we use root cause analysis to understand more about severe impacts and how to prevent their recurrence?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>How do we integrate lessons we learn through tracking our performance into our policies and processes, as part of continuous improvement?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV-B</th>
<th>Developing Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>What sources do we look to for indicators that will help build a true picture of our performance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>How do we relate process-focused indicators to outcome-focused indicators, and qualitative indicators to quantitative indicators, to ensure we are interpreting data accurately?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>Do our indicators capture our responses to impacts on potentially vulnerable or marginalised groups and, where possible, differential impacts on men and women?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV-C</th>
<th>Incorporating Stakeholder Perspectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>How do we draw external perspectives, such as those of directly affected stakeholders or civil society groups, into our evaluation and understanding of our human rights performance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>Where we have operational-level grievance mechanisms, how do we draw on the learning they offer as part of our wider efforts to track performance?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IV-D</th>
<th>Tracking through Business Relationships</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>To what extent are we able to build provisions for tracking into contracts with business partners, including security providers, other contractors or suppliers, as well as joint venture partners?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▶️</td>
<td>How might we supplement our audits of those contractors or suppliers that pose greatest risks to human rights with initiatives to support improvements over time?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Communicating Performance

What do the UN Guiding Principles Expect?

- Companies need to be prepared to communicate externally in order to account for how they address their impacts, particularly when concerns are raised by, or on behalf of, affected stakeholders.
- Companies that may have severe human rights impacts should report formally on how they address them.

Why is this Important?

- It is by knowing and showing that they respect human rights in practice that O&G companies build trust in their performance, demonstrate their reliability as partners, and gain a sustainable “social license to operate”. More widely, it is part of being accountable for how they do business, not least to those who may be impacted.
- Increasingly, shareholders and civil society stakeholders expect companies to provide information on their human rights performance; companies and governments pay attention to these issues when deciding who to do business with; and regulators and stock exchanges look for meaningful non-financial reporting.

What are the Steps Involved?

A Building a Systematic Approach to Communicating

B Deciding Who Communicates What, to Whom, and How

C Considering and Improving Formal Reporting

Key Points for Implementation

- The purpose of communicating is to provide an appropriate level of transparency and accountability about how the company addresses its human rights impacts.
- To communicate effectively, a company needs to have the necessary information available – drawing on all the earlier phases of the due diligence process.
Possible Approaches

• **Adopting consistent approaches to communication:** Companies need to be prepared to respond to the concerns of affected stakeholders. It may be helpful for O&G companies to define some general criteria for deciding what to communicate to whom, when and how. This can help establish a predictable and consistent approach and ensure that communication with key groups does not get forgotten in the midst of handling a particular incident.

  It can also be useful to have clear criteria for any decision not to communicate in response to an allegation of a human rights impact. This can be a legitimate choice, but there remains the risk that a lack of communication will strengthen stakeholder views that an allegation is correct.

• **Balancing transparency and confidentiality:** It will generally be easier for companies to build trust in their efforts to respect human rights if they can be open about problems and show that they take responsibility when things go wrong. If a company makes broad assumptions about the need for confidentiality or the legal risks of disclosure, it may miss opportunities to disclose information that can further reinforce that trust. It may therefore be useful to set the default assumption in favour of disclosure, with a justification needed to withhold information, rather than the reverse.

A number of developments illustrate the growing movement towards more disclosure, including:

– Increasing expectations with regard to revenue transparency, not least in the context of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative;

– Provisions regarding transparency of O&G contracts under the IFC’s revised Policy on Environmental and Social Sustainability and Access to Information Policy;

– National laws on transparency;

– The Principles for Responsible Contracts developed under the mandate of the former UN Special Representative, which recommend disclosure of the terms of investment contracts and state that any exceptions require “compelling justifications” (see Section III-D).

There may nevertheless be legitimate reasons for the non-disclosure of information, notably:

– Potential risks to affected stakeholders or staff;

– The legitimate requirements of commercial confidentiality which may include, for example:

  > Commercially-sensitive information during negotiations regarding a significant business transaction;

  > The necessary protection of intellectual property;

  > Information legally protected against disclosure to third parties;

  > Sensitive investigations and internal discussions regarding alleged involvement in human rights impacts.

There is often particular interest from stakeholders in a company’s assessments of its potential human rights impacts. Equally, companies may be concerned about communicating the results of these assessments. This may be due to risks to individuals identified in the assessments; sensitive views expressed about other companies, governments or organisations; concerns about unknown future legal implications; or a combination of all three.

Where a company judges it difficult to share information from these assessments, there may be other ways it can provide stakeholders with some assurance. For example, it might invite an independent third party to:

– Review the company’s assessment processes and report publicly on them;

– Do their own public assessment of a project’s impacts, to which the company can respond.
Deciding Who Communicates
What, to Whom and How

Key Points for Implementation

- Communication can take a variety of forms, including in-person meetings, online dialogues, consultation with affected stakeholder and formal public reports.

- Communication needs to be appropriate to the company’s impacts – in terms of its form, frequency, accessibility, and the adequacy of information provided.

- Formal reporting is necessary where risks of severe human rights impacts exist.

Possible Approaches

- **Communicating general or specific information:** The focus of communicating is on explaining the company’s approaches to addressing human rights impacts. This can include both its on-going responses to existing issues and its efforts to improve prevention. Different types of information are likely to be appropriate to different audiences, for example:
  - Communicating with affected stakeholders about a particular local incident or risk and how the company is dealing with it. Timely and accurate information will be particularly important when an incident may have an immediate effect on local stakeholders. O&G companies typically have strict response procedures regarding on-site health and safety incidents, which may provide a useful precedent to follow;
  - Communicating with broader stakeholder groups, for example international NGOs or trade unions as well as shareholders, about the company’s response to a significant human rights issue, such as threats to the life of trade unionists or a major oil spill;
  - Communicating with shareholders and the wider public about the company’s general policies and processes to respect human rights, illustrated by examples, relevant statistics and other indicators.

- **Distinguishing between communication and consultation:** Communicating how a company addresses human rights risks can be a one-way exercise, for instance:
  - Providing an update on developments of interest to affected stakeholders, such as land acquisitions;
  - Providing periodic statistics on the company’s performance on health and safety;
  - Providing feedback on the outcomes achieved through an operational-level grievance mechanism.

This kind of communication is distinct from consultations with potentially affected stakeholders for the purposes of assessing or addressing impacts. Meaningful consultation requires two-way dialogue, with the company listening and responding to the concerns of potentially affected stakeholders, rather than just conveying information (see Section II-E above). It is also distinct from broader stakeholder engagement, designed to build relationships and mutual understanding, without any particular agenda for discussion.

- **Deciding who communicates:** The objectives of traditional public relations are different from the objectives of communicating how the company handles human rights risks. Communicating on human rights is first and foremost about accountability. The experience of O&G companies shows that it is often best to empower those who engage daily with workers and communities to take a role in communicating the company’s efforts to address impacts. Controlling this information centrally can be damaging to these relationships. It can also lead to inconsistent messages between community relations and public affairs staff, or between the local and corporate/head office levels. This may undermine confidence in what the company is saying and its motives for saying it.
• **Fitting form to purpose:** The form of an O&G company’s communications should fit their purpose. For example:
  - If the purpose is to communicate with affected stakeholders, then an in-person meeting may be most appropriate;
  - If the purpose is to explain to shareholders and others how the company is addressing a specific risk, or human rights risks generally, then communication via an annual general meeting, website updates or electronic mailing lists may all be appropriate.

• **Communicating with potentially affected stakeholders:** Communicating with potentially affected stakeholders requires sensitivity to how they access and use information. Like stakeholder consultation, it is usually best done by staff at the site level who know the workers or communities in question. Important considerations include:
  - Language barriers, for example where indigenous populations are part of the audience;
  - Literacy barriers, where less educated populations may need information in non-written forms;
  - Cultural barriers, for example where women, ethnic groups or youth workers may be excluded from meetings;
  - Physical barriers, for example if community members are required to travel a long way to a meeting, at the expense of earning their livelihoods.

Social dialogue structures can provide an optimal means of communicating with the company’s own workforce.

---

**Considering and Improving Formal Reporting**

**Key Points for Implementation**

- Formal reporting is likely to be appropriate for most O&G companies, given the human rights risks inherent in many of the industry’s activities and in many of its operating contexts.

**Possible Approaches**

- **The case for formal reporting:** Formal reporting by O&G companies is usually led by the public affairs function or the function that leads on sustainability/corporate responsibility. It can provide a valuable opportunity to:
  - Engage other parts of the company in a review of its human rights performance;
  - Raise awareness of the need for clear data and analysis;
  - Present information in ways that gives both internal and external readers of the report a clear and meaningful picture.

In some countries O&G companies will be required to report on their non-financial performance either by law or by the terms of a stock exchange on which they are listed. The number of countries where this is the case is growing, and human rights are increasingly named as one of the areas that should be included in reports. Even where O&G companies are not required to report formally on their non-financial performance, doing so can carry benefits. In their publication *Oil and Gas Industry Guidance on Voluntary Sustainability Reporting*, IPIECA, API and OGP set out a strong rationale for formal reporting, including:
– *enhanced business value* as investor confidence grows in response to evidence that the company is managing important risks and positioning itself to take advantage of emerging opportunities;

– *improved operations* as employees develop a deeper understanding of a company’s sustainability values, and performance indicators provide insight to support continuous improvement;

– *strengthened relationships* as local community leaders, civil society representatives, government officials and regulators, and other key stakeholders learn how the company responsibly manages sustainability issues; and

– *enhanced trust and credibility* as customers, suppliers and the wider society understand the company’s brand, operations and products.*

• **The form of formal reporting:** Formal reporting on human rights performance can be part of either a self-standing annual Sustainability/Corporate Responsibility Report or of an integrated report on financial and non-financial performance. Including financial and operating information in a non-financial report helps provide important business context for what is said about human rights. Including robust human rights metrics in a financial report can help demonstrate that respecting rights is seen as integral to the bottom line. Forms of formal reporting are evolving from traditional annual reports to include online updates and formats that allow readers to extract information of most interest to them.

• **Materiality in formal human rights reporting:** In the context of formal public reporting, the concept of “materiality” is used to identify issues that are significant enough to require disclosure. In financial reporting, “materiality” has traditionally been defined in terms of information that may affect the decisions of a “reasonable investor”. Definitions of materiality in the context of non-financial reporting – including the Global Reporting Initiative’s reporting standards – incorporate the perspective of other stakeholders as well by requiring the disclosure of information that would substantively influence their decisions.

The Guiding Principles do not offer a particular definition of materiality in the context of human rights reporting. What matters is that it should be informed by both the severity of impacts (actual or potential) and the perspective of stakeholders, including potentially affected stakeholders.

• **Improving formal reporting:** There has been growing recognition of the need for better company reporting of non-financial risks. As the IPIECA guidance states: “a report that tends to tell just ‘good news’ is unlikely to be seen as providing a credible and complete picture”. Stakeholders will welcome a more candid explanation that acknowledges challenges the company faces and clearly explains the processes through which it addresses them. This might include more detailed reporting on sites that are a particular focus of concern, or using case studies to discuss company-wide or repeated challenges. Institutional investors increasingly seek such information in order to be able to meet their own responsibility to respect human rights.

Reporting by O&G companies on human rights often focuses largely on social investments. This will be relevant information and these investments can make valuable contributions to societies. However, they often relate to the promotion or fulfilment of human rights. They may not provide information about how the company is respecting human rights in its own activities and through its business relationships. Useful information in this respect might include:

---

**Resources for formal reporting:**

Resources for non-financial reporting for the O&G sector include:

- IPIECA, API and OGP: Oil and Gas Industry Guidance on Voluntary Sustainability Reporting
- IPIECA, Sustainability Reporting: Communicating Performance
- ARPEL: Communications and Reporting Manual

A number of companies use the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) criteria. GRI released the G4 version of its Sustainability Reporting Guidelines in 2013, which:

- Recognise the importance of due diligence and identify links to the UN Guiding Principles;
- Encompass impacts arising throughout a company’s value chain;
- Encourage a focus on the materiality of information being reported.

In addition, O&G companies will want to look at the GRI Oil and Gas Sector Supplement, v3.1

The GRI and IPIECA, API, OGP reporting frameworks are largely aligned, though there are some differences: see GRI G3.1 OGSS Content Index Cross-Referenced to IPIECA Guidance
– A description of the company’s key policies and processes for addressing human rights risks;

– Information on the company’s different types of business relationships, and examples of how it reduces any risks that these relationships lead to human rights impacts;

– A description of its grievance mechanisms and/or other remediation processes, and statistics or examples of the outcomes they have achieved;

– Information on those risks the company has identified as its leading human rights risks and specific information on policies or processes for addressing them;

– Information on severe impacts with which the company has been involved, how they have been addressed and any lessons learned;

– Information on other issues identified as important by key stakeholders, whether affected stakeholders or broader civil society stakeholders and investors.

It will take time for any O&G company to implement the Guiding Principles. It can be most helpful to readers for formal reporting to indicate both what has been achieved and any plans to improve or introduce new processes. An ability to compare the company’s reporting over time can also be useful. At the same time, reporting frameworks may need to evolve in response to new developments and approaches. Reporting against targets can help demonstrate a commitment to continuous improvement in respecting rights, while recognising that it can be a long-term process.

The IPIECA guidance, which is widely used by O&G companies that report formally on their performance, recommends:

– Setting the context by explaining the company’s high-level vision and strategy, as well as its governance and relevant management systems (providing an opportunity to demonstrate top-level commitment);

– Incorporating data from appropriate indicators into a narrative;

– Paying attention to the consistency of reporting boundaries across operations and relationships, explaining the quality of information contained in the report, and separating upstream from downstream activity reporting;

– Seeking to incorporate stakeholder input to the development of the report at relevant stages from pre-production to post-publication.
Where to Start

For companies that are just starting to focus on communicating their human rights performance, the following are some preliminary steps to consider:

Review the different groups with which you may need to communicate and the typical forms of communication they need.

Identify what information different groups most need.

Consider how best to communicate with these groups, whether at a local or corporate/head office level, and who can best do so.

Test your conclusions where possible with external experts and stakeholders, including at the site level.

Questions to Ask

The following questions correspond to sub-sections A, B and C above. They should help test the extent to which the company’s communication processes are consistent with the Guiding Principles:

V-A Building a Systematic Approach to Communicating
- How do we ensure a consistent approach to our communications with stakeholders – both affected stakeholders and others?
- How do we decide where the boundaries of transparency and confidentiality should lie and whether we can increase the amount and types of information we share?
- Where confidentiality is necessary, what other means do we have of providing stakeholders with assurance about our processes and performance?

V-B Deciding Who Communicates What, to Whom and How
- How do we identify the appropriate ways to communicate with different stakeholder groups, and what factors do we take account of in doing so?
- How do we make sure that those who lead on communication with stakeholders have the right skill sets for doing so with the different groups concerned?
- Do we test our approaches to communication with external stakeholders to ensure they are effective and appropriate? If not, how might we do so?

V-C Considering and Improving Formal Reporting
- What reasons might there be for considering some level of formal reporting on our human rights performance, in particular on our processes for addressing human rights risks?
- If we report formally, how do we decide what information to include? Are there additional kinds of information that might be relevant and useful?
- How can we build consistency and comparability in the information we report on over time?
Remediation and Operational-Level Grievance Mechanisms

What do the UN Guiding Principles Expect?

- Where a company identifies that it has caused or contributed to negative human rights impacts, it should provide for or cooperate in their remediation through legitimate processes.
- Companies should establish or participate in effective operational-level grievance mechanisms for stakeholders who may be negatively impacted by their activities, in order that grievances may be addressed early and remediated directly.

Why is this Important?

- Unless a company actively engages in the remediation of impacts it has caused or contributed to, it cannot fully meet its responsibility to respect human rights.
- Negative impacts may occur despite a company’s best efforts, given the complexity of operations and business relationships involved.
- Companies need to be prepared for this situation so they can respond quickly and effectively. Strong remediation processes can help prevent impacts from increasing or conflicts from resulting.

What are the Steps Involved?

A. Building a Systematic Approach to Remediation

B. Mapping and Working with External Remediation Processes

C. Designing Effective Operational-Level Grievance Mechanisms
Building a Systematic Approach to Remediation

Possible Approaches

• Defining “remediation” and “remedy”: Remediation is the process of providing a remedy for a harm. Remedy can take a variety of different forms, including apologies, restitution, rehabilitation, financial and non-financial compensation and punitive sanctions (whether criminal or administrative, such as fines), as well as the prevention of harm through, for example, injunctions or guarantees of non-repetition. While some forms of remedy are more likely in a judicial mechanism, many are possible through non-judicial processes as well.

Companies should try to understand how those who have been impacted view different remedial options and which they consider to be most effective in their own circumstances. An O&G company will generally find it helpful to discuss this directly with complainants and explore available options whenever this is possible. It can be important to ensure a complainant has her own sources of advice, to ensure she feels informed in reaching a view on remedy.

Where no agreement can be found on an acceptable remedy, it will usually be most appropriate for a legitimate, independent mechanism to reach a final decision. This may be through the courts or an administrative proceeding or some other, mutually-agreed process.

• The extent and limits of a company’s responsibility to remediate: When a company has caused or contributed to a harm, it has a responsibility to cease its contribution and provide or contribute to a remedy. This can be through judicial processes or through non-judicial processes that are generally considered to be “legitimate”: including, for example, providing a fair and independent process, being accountable, and producing outcomes that are consistent with human rights. Remedy may also be provided through an “operational-level grievance mechanism” provided by the company (see Section VI-C below).

O&G companies do not have to remediate:

(a) Impacts they have neither caused nor contributed to: it is the responsibility of those who have contributed to the impacts to provide for or cooperate in their remediation. However, where the impacts are nevertheless linked to the O&G company’s operations, it has a responsibility to use its leverage to prevent or mitigate the risk of the impacts continuing or recurring (see Section III-D above).
Impacts they are alleged to have caused or contributed to, where the company does not agree with that allegation. However, the company may need to investigate the issue to be sure of its position and should avoid obstructing legitimate processes to investigate and adjudicate the issue, through the courts or administrative proceedings.

This said, companies will want to pay careful attention to whether they might in some way have contributed to impacts by others in their value chain. This could include:

- Hiring security providers without due diligence that would have revealed they were likely to use inappropriate force;
- Pressuring a supplier to deliver a product under terms that incentivised excessive working hours or unpaid overtime;
- Engaging a contractor without requiring adequate environmental protections, creating risk to human health.

The rationale for a systematic approach to remediation: Much of an O&G company’s efforts regarding human rights will focus on preventing negative impacts from happening. But even with the best policies and processes in place, things can go wrong, for instance because:

- An individual makes a mistake;
- Unforeseen issues arise for which the company is not prepared;
- A business partner, supplier, contractor or a government abuses human rights in connection with some aspect of the company’s operations;
- Stakeholder expectations change and previously agreed approaches are challenged.

Past or current impacts may come to a company’s attention through its ongoing assessment processes as part of its human rights due diligence (see Section II). They may also become apparent through other channels, such as:

- Stakeholder engagement processes;
- Observations of staff on the ground;
- Feedback from other groups or organisations working with affected stakeholders (eg NGOs, trade unions);
- Academic researchers;
- Media reports.

O&G companies need to have clear processes in place to respond, often rapidly, to situations where human rights impacts occur or are alleged to have occurred. Otherwise, they may find themselves taking unconsidered, untested approaches to often delicate situations. This may result in affected stakeholders receiving inadequate remedy; impacts being created or increased; and relationships with those impacted being severely damaged.

Remedies may be provided through various processes, including through agreed procedures for land compensation and community resettlement; through negotiations with unions or other legitimate worker representatives; or through action plans to address problems found through audits or review processes. Remedies may also be provided through operational-level grievance mechanisms.

The role of operational-level grievance mechanisms: An operational-level grievance mechanism is a formalised means for affected stakeholders to raise concerns about any impact they believe a company has had on them, in order to seek remedy. The mechanism should help to identify problems early, before they escalate, and provide solutions that include remedy to anyone impacted.

In the case of employees and other workers represented by trade unions, industrial relations processes involving management and those unions are themselves a form of operational-level grievance mechanism.

An effective grievance mechanism can support the company’s due diligence process and help embed respect for human rights across the company, particularly by:
- Promoting internal discussions about impacts and how to address them – the process of designing the mechanism may already contribute to these discussions;
- Helping identify impacts and understand them from the perspective of affected stakeholders – this can directly contribute to the company’s impact assessment process;
- Providing feedback on the perceived effectiveness of company responses to impacts – this can help the company track its performance;
- Demonstrating that the company takes the concerns of affected stakeholders seriously – this can help build trust and reinforce relationships with affected stakeholders;
- Providing accountability for human rights impacts – this is critical to embedding the company’s commitment to respect human rights;
- Improving the quality of information available to management about impacts, grievances and community relationships – this can help secure management support for the mechanism;
- Illustrating where there may be weaknesses in company policies, procedures or practices – this can contribute to continuous improvement.

Site and corporate roles:
For O&G companies, the focus will be first and foremost on the development of mechanisms at the site level that can provide local solutions to local impacts. However, for larger companies with multiple sites, staff at the corporate/head office level may have an initial role in developing a policy, guidance or general templates or criteria to help sites design effective mechanisms. This should leave room for them to design mechanisms that are appropriate to their own context.

Whatever the exact form of mechanisms at site, it can be helpful to feed data about complaints and their outcomes back to the corporate/head office level in order to support tracking and learning not only at site level, but also across the company as a whole. As always, companies should respect confidentiality and take steps to prevent retaliation against complainants.

**VI B**

**Mapping and Working with External Remediation Processes**

**Key Points for Implementation**

- Remediation processes provided by the state or third-party institutions can provide alternative channels for affected stakeholders to raise complaints. Complainants should be free to choose which available channels they wish to use.
- Existing remediation processes may also help shape an operational-level grievance mechanism. They may:
  - Illustrate local communities’ preferred approaches to resolving grievances and defining remedy, which can inform the design of the operational-level mechanism;
  - Offer a formal point of recourse if an operational-level mechanism cannot achieve an agreed outcome.

**Possible Approaches**

- **Mapping the landscape of grievance mechanisms**: Operational-level grievance mechanisms are just one channel for addressing complaints that a company has caused or contributed to negative impacts on people. In most societies there are a range of other mechanisms available. These most typically include administrative and judicial mechanisms provided by the state. Additional mechanisms may be available where:
The project is financed by an international financial institution with its own complaints system;

The host state, or the home state of one of the JV partners, has a National Contact Point that deals with alleged breaches of the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises;

There is a National Human Rights Institution that can handle complaints regarding alleged company impacts on human rights.

Where trade unions are not legitimate or do not or cannot represent the whole workforce, other channels may be available, for example through local labour offices or nationally-recognised labour dispute resolution organisations.

Local communities, including indigenous communities, may have their own traditional ways of resolving grievances. An understanding of these can be particularly important to understanding how “remedy” is viewed in the local culture.

An O&G company will find it helpful to understand this landscape of grievance mechanisms at each of the sites where it operates. This includes understanding not only what exists, but how effective it is seen to be in practice. For example, if courts are generally viewed as corrupt or heavily overloaded, or if administrative mechanisms are physically remote from the site or take a narrow view of the complaints they will accept, this will affect the range of options for addressing complaints that arise.

Mapping the landscape of grievance mechanisms, and understanding cultural views of “remedy” also helps a company understand how an operational-level grievance mechanism might be positioned to add value and avoid undermining existing state-based processes.

Example: Linking an Operational-level Grievance Mechanism with a State-based Mechanism

One extractive company has set up a system that provides recourse first at the operational level and then to the National Human Rights Institution, which is empowered to adjudicate complaints. The operational-level processes include:

- Open, transparent and representative company-community bodies, to discuss and resolve issues, including individual cases of compensation;
- A dynamic and culturally appropriate grievance mechanism (for example, having female personnel deal with women’s complaints), with feedback and verification of outcomes;
- Wherever possible, personal involvement of senior managers with the community member(s) concerned.

If an unresolved issue remains, company personnel assist the complainant(s) to engage the National Human Rights Institution (NHRI) if they so wish. The company also keeps the NHRI informed of issues surrounding the company’s operations, independent of any complaint or specific media allegations. In practice, the NHRI has only had to handle a few cases over several years.

Interacting with state-based and other external grievance mechanisms:

Complainants may choose to seek remedy for an alleged impact through the court system or an administrative proceeding, rather than approaching the company directly. A company has the right to contest allegations it believes are unfounded or inaccurate. In contexts where the courts are seen as weak or even corrupt, it may be helpful for the company to try to demonstrate it is not trying to influence the due legal process while defending its position.

In some situations, O&G companies may find it useful to build recourse to state-based grievance mechanisms into their own processes for handling grievances. For example a company might agree with local communities that if no remedy to a complaint can be agreed, both parties will ask a mechanism such as a National Human Rights Institution or a state agency for environmental protection to reach a decision on it.

In some cases, an O&G company may need to refer a complaint to the state authorities, in particular where it raises criminal issues or involves state authorities or agents, for example when protests have resulted in excessive use of force by public security. However, care should be taken in how these complaints are reported, particularly where the rule of law is weak or corruption is strong, to ensure that complainants are not exposed to retaliation.

The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights in particular propose that:

- Companies should record and report any credible allegations of human rights abuses by public security in their areas of operation to appropriate host state government authorities;
Where appropriate, companies should urge investigation and that action be taken to prevent any recurrence;

Companies should actively monitor the status of investigations and press for their proper resolution;

Every effort should be made to ensure that information used as the basis for allegations of human rights abuses is credible and based on reliable evidence;

The security and safety of sources should be protected;

Additional or more accurate information that may alter previous allegations should be made available as appropriate to concerned parties.

These factors may be a helpful guide in other situations where an O&G company judges it necessary and appropriate to refer complaints to state authorities or another third party mechanism.

**Supplier/contractor-level grievance mechanisms:** It can be productive for O&G companies to encourage and even assist their contractors, as well as local and remote suppliers, to develop their own grievance mechanisms for workers. This can help reduce the risks of human rights impacts in connection with the company’s operations. Wherever possible, these mechanisms should involve legitimate trade unions or worker representatives. O&G companies may still want to consider providing a “fall-back channel” for workers of suppliers or contractors, in case issues are not adequately addressed (see Section VI-C below).

Supplier/contractor-level grievance mechanisms can be an important source of information about human rights impacts linked to an O&G company’s operations. Where an O&G company requires its suppliers and contractors to establish their own mechanisms, it might also request periodic reporting on the substance and outcomes of complaints. This can be most useful with those suppliers or contractors whose human rights risks are particularly high.

**Designing Effective Operational-Level Grievance Mechanisms**

### Key Points for Implementation

- The Guiding Principles state that operational-level grievance mechanisms should be: legitimate, accessible, predictable, equitable, transparent, rights-compatible, based on dialogue and engagement, and a source of continuous learning.

- While these criteria mostly relate to the quality of the processes they offer, they include an important requirement that outcomes should be consistent with internationally-recognised human rights.

- Operational-level grievance mechanisms should not preclude access to judicial or other state-based processes, or undermine the role of legitimate trade unions. They should always take steps to prevent retaliation against complainants.

### Possible Approaches

- **One or multiple mechanisms:** At both the site and – for larger companies – the corporate/head office level, an O&G company may have separate grievance mechanisms for workers and for external stakeholders. Alternatively, they may have a combined mechanism or access point that can receive complaints from employees, contracted workers, community members, as well as suppliers/contractors and their staff. Complaints may then be allocated for handling through different processes.
Whatever approach is adopted, grievance mechanisms need to fit an O&G company’s local operating context. It is therefore best to design them close to the level where they will operate and with input from the groups for whom they are intended. This will help ensure that their design takes account of:

- Local cultures and traditions for settling grievances;
- Accessibility to stakeholders, including those who are physically remote, illiterate, have disabilities, or are otherwise vulnerable or marginalised, such as contract workers with more limited legal rights than employees, rural or indigenous communities, children or youth workers;
- Local views and preferences regarding transparency and confidentiality in grievance processes;
- Other local mechanisms that offer alternative or complementary channels for remedy.

**Building internal support for an operational-level grievance mechanism:** It can be challenging to build internal understanding that complaints raised through an operational-level grievance mechanism are not a threat to staff nor necessarily a sign that the company is failing at community relations or in its relationships with other affected stakeholders. It may be helpful to underline to staff the opportunities mechanisms present for:

- Receiving useful feedback on how the company is perceived;
- Continuous improvement where complaints show there are weaknesses in company policies, processes or practices;
- Demonstrating that the company cares about the concerns of affected stakeholders and is committed to addressing them.

Where an O&G company is designing a new site-level mechanism, it can be useful to make this a collaborative exercise involving people from key functions and departments across the company – including those whose actions may lead to complaints – can build support for the mechanism. Building in time for this internal engagement, as well as for engagement with affected stakeholders, can be important to the longer-term success of the mechanism.

Where an actual complaint arises, it is often appropriate to involve the department whose actions are the subject of the complaint in its investigation, while ensuring that the overall process remains independent. Where it is possible to involve them also in identifying solutions, and “owning” their implementation, this may help contribute to future prevention. At other times, it may not be appropriate for those departments to be involved, for example where serious personal allegations are involved, or where it may otherwise compromise a credible investigation of the complaint. They should nevertheless benefit from lessons learned, in order to prevent repetition.

**Defining the scope of a mechanism:** It can be counterproductive to limit a grievance mechanism to complaints that name human rights issues or claim particular laws or standards have been breached. This risks missing impacts that may not raise human rights issues immediately, but could escalate over time into severe impacts. There are frequent examples of communities that find their concerns about noise and dust or employment opportunities, are continually ignored and finally feel compelled to engage in a protest to get the company to pay attention. In situations of latent conflict or poorly-trained public security this could lead to incidents of

---

**Example: Making a Mechanism Accessible**

There is a distinction between a mechanism being publicised and being known. For example, one company took extensive steps to publicise how to access its grievance mechanism in a particular project, for example via community liaison officers, flyers, billboard advertisements and community librarians trained to receive complaints. Despite these efforts, interviews in communities showed a lack of awareness of the mechanism. The company then focused on ensuring that publicity was targeted in part at those moments when grievances were most likely to arise and that the information got to individuals when they were most likely to be looking for it. The company realised the importance of hearing from a mechanism’s intended user groups about what kind of access points they are most likely to use, and recognising that these may vary between indigenous and non-indigenous communities, men and women, children, permanent and migrant workers and so on.
violence and harm to health or life. A grievance mechanism should therefore be able to pick up a full range of concerns early enough to avoid their escalation and address underlying issues.

A mechanism should be able to exclude clearly vexatious complaints. However, it is risky to assume a complaint is vexatious without close attention and investigation. In some cases complaints that appear vexatious may in fact reflect legitimate issues that the complainant was afraid or unable to raise directly.

Vulnerable or marginalised individuals may be particularly disempowered from raising complaints. It may be possible to identify specific ways in which they can raise concerns without increasing their vulnerability, including through third parties speaking on their behalf. Wherever possible, it will be beneficial also to seek ways to gain their views directly.

• Escalation of complaints: An effective mechanism requires triggers for complaints to be escalated within the company, for example:
  – Where deadlines for responding to a complainant have not been met;
  – Where complaints raise potentially severe human rights impacts;
  – Where a complaint indicates possible criminal conduct;
  – Where a complaint implicates other companies or representatives of the state.

In the latter two instances, it can be important to report the matter to the relevant authorities, taking into account the issues highlighted in Section VI-B above.

• Designing an effective grievance mechanism: A poorly designed mechanism is often counterproductive – it can raise expectations among stakeholders without delivering on them, even increasing the sense of grievance. It may also distort the company’s assessments of how well it is managing human rights risk. Relevant experience of O&G companies seeking to build effective grievance mechanisms includes:
  – Where trust in the company or the mechanism is low, it can be particularly beneficial to involve affected stakeholder groups in the design, review and even joint oversight of the mechanism. This can help ensure that the stakeholders for whom the mechanism is intended are willing to use it;
  – There is value in enabling a range of access points to the mechanism, for example, mail, email, secure phone line, secure website, or via community relations officers, and line managers, including for off-shore workers;
  – Local community members, including workers, can be good sources of information to others in their communities about the mechanism;
  – Verbal and other non-written forms of communication may be important in some rural and indigenous communities, for example using dance, theatre or cartoons to describe the steps in a grievance handling process;
  – Some companies are working to build the capacity of potential users, for example through information sessions for contractor staff, or training in conflict resolution for – or even with – local communities;
  – It is important to identify whether complainants come from vulnerable or marginalised groups and take this into account during the handling of their complaint and in identifying appropriate remedies;

Resources: Designing Operational-Level Grievance Mechanisms

For more about the UN Guiding Principles’ effectiveness criteria, see:
- UN SRSG, Addendum to the UN Guiding Principles. Piloting Principles for Effective Company/Stakeholder Grievance Mechanisms: A report of lessons learned (undertaken by the CSR Initiative, Harvard Kennedy School)
- CSR Initiative, Harvard Kennedy School, Rights-Compatible Grievance Mechanisms
- CSR Europe. Company Mechanisms for Addressing Human Rights Complaints (draft version for consultation)

For O&G-specific information, see:
- IFC, Good Practice Note: Addressing Grievances from Project-Affected Communities
- IIED. Dispute or Dialogue? Community Perspectives on Company-led Grievance Mechanisms
- IPIECA, Operational level grievance mechanisms: Good practice survey

For general information about non-judicial dispute resolution, see ACCESS Facility
- Standardised procedures can contribute to a more rigorous and more manageable process, including by ensuring complaints are acknowledged, providing indicative timeframes and updates, and reporting externally on the mechanism;
- Capturing learning from the mechanism is particularly beneficial, for example through a log on the company’s intranet of anonymised “difficult issues” with possible responses;
- Where both parties agree to involve a neutral third party facilitator, this can help them arrive at sustainable solutions, particularly where issues are complex or multiple groups are involved;
- Where mechanisms provide for follow-up and monitoring of implementation this can reinforce confidence among stakeholders and support a company's efforts to track its human rights performance;
- Communicating about outcomes from a mechanism in an appropriate form (e.g., anonymised, aggregated data or case studies) can demonstrate the value of using it. At the same time, the processes for arriving at agreed outcomes may sometimes require confidential discussions between the company and complainants, and/or protection of the identity of a complainant;
- It is important to ensure the grievance mechanism does not substitute for stakeholder engagement, as this would signal that the company only wants to hear from stakeholders when they have a problem. Conversely, it is risky to assume that stakeholder engagement covers the role performed by a grievance mechanism, since it generally reaches groups but can miss the perspective of aggrieved individuals.

• Grievances related to business relationships: Communities around O&G operations and pipelines may assume that all those working on the site are working directly for the main operating company. Where this is the case, the operating company may wish to consider receiving complaints involving contractors through its own mechanism. It can then use its leverage with the contractor to seek solutions, for example, by:
- Raising the issue with the contractor concerned, requesting them to address it directly and confirming the outcome;
- Supporting the contractor in its efforts to address the issue, helping build its capacity to do so where this is weak;
- Checking that there are protections in place to prevent complainants from retaliation in each of these cases;
- Helping the contractor develop or improve its own grievance mechanism.

This approach may be useful not just for community complaints, but also for complaints from contractors’ own workers.

Where to Start

For companies that are just starting to focus on processes to remediate human rights impacts or to develop operational-level grievance mechanisms, the following are some preliminary steps to consider:

- At corporate/head office level, identify the key guidance your sites will need in order to design effective operational-level grievance mechanisms, drawing on existing resources.
- At site level, familiarise yourself with existing grievance handling processes, including through trade unions and courts, as well as traditional ways of handling complaints.
- Familiarise yourself with leading guidance on designing effective operational-level grievance mechanisms.
- Identify internal and external stakeholders who can help you design a mechanism that stakeholders can trust.
Questions to Ask

The following questions correspond to sub-sections A, B and C above. They should help test the extent to which the company's remediation processes, including operational-level grievance mechanisms, are consistent with the Guiding Principles:

**VI-A  Building a Systematic Approach to Remediation**
- How do we build support across the company for operational-level grievance mechanisms and the respective roles of the corporate and site levels in their development and review?
- What guidance do we provide to sites regarding the design of effective grievance mechanisms?
- How do we track complaints and their outcomes to identify ways we can improve our policies and processes to prevent human rights impacts?
- How do we identify whether outcomes from remediation processes provide real ‘remedy’, in the eyes of the affected individuals and in line with internationally recognised human rights?

**VI-B  Mapping and Working with External Remediation Mechanisms**
- What is our understanding of the landscape of grievance mechanisms, both judicial and non-judicial, at the site level? How do we ensure that our understanding is as complete as possible?
- How do we ensure we engage constructively and appropriately with state-based grievance mechanisms, within our own rights to defend ourselves against allegations we consider inaccurate?
- What procedures do we have to deal with complaints involving criminal issues or state authorities and agents (including public security)?
- Do we require that our suppliers or contractors have their own grievance mechanisms, and how do they relate to our own role in addressing complaints?

**VI-C  Designing Effective Operational-Level Grievance Mechanisms**
- How do sites involve internal and any external stakeholders in the design or review of their grievance mechanisms and ensure they are culturally appropriate and accessible to all affected stakeholder groups?
- How do sites test the effectiveness of their grievance mechanisms, including from the perspective of those for whom they are intended?
- If grievances are not resolved through an operational-level mechanism, is it clear to all what the alternative channels are?
Annexes
Annex 1: Key Resources

The resources below provide further information and approaches to addressing the issues covered in the Guide. The inclusion of guidance and tools in this Annex should not be taken to imply that they are necessarily fully consistent with the UN Guiding Principles

Overarching Resources

International and Regional Human Rights Standards and Instruments

Instruments Setting Out Internationally-Recognised Human Rights

- UN, International Bill of Human Rights, comprised of:
  - The Universal Declaration on Human Rights: www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/Pages/UDHRIndex.aspx
  - To The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights: www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CESCR.aspx
  - The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CCPR.aspx


International Labour Organisation (ILO) Standards

In addition to the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work above, these include:

- C029 – Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No.29)
- C087 – Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87)
- C097 – Migration for Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97) and Recommendation No. B6
- C098 – Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No.98)
- C100 – Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No.100)
- C105 – Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957 (No.105)
- C111 – Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No.111)
- C138 – Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No.138)
- C143 – Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 1975 (No. 143) and Recommendation No. 151
- C182 – Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No.182)

All are available at: www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=1000:12000:0::NO:::

Key International Human Rights Instruments Applying to Potentially Vulnerable or Marginalised Groups

- The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
- The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
- The Convention on the Rights of the Child
- The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
- The Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families

All are available at: www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CoreInstruments.aspx

- The Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/UniversalHumanRightsInstruments.aspx
Regional Human Rights Standards


Key Resources on Business and Human Rights

UN Guiding Principles and Implementation

- United Nations (UN):

Information Resources on Business and Human Rights

- Business and Human Rights Resource Centre: http://business-humanrights.org
- International Labour Organisation (ILO):
  - Help Desk for business on international labour standards: www.iolo.org/business
  - Normlex, for information on ILO standards, comments of the supervisory bodies and specific country profiles: www.iolo.org/normlex

Other Relevant International and Regional Standards and Instruments

Relevant European Standards and Processes

- European Commission:
- European Union (EU):
Other Relevant International Standards

- ISO 26000 Guidance on Social Responsibility: [www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/iso26000.htm](www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/iso26000.htm)

Resources Relevant to O&G Companies

- The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI)
- Equitable Origin
- The global oil and gas industry organisation for environmental and social issues, IPIECA
- The Natural Resources Charter
- The Voluntary Principles for Security and Human Rights

Resources for Each Specific Section of the Guide

I. Developing a Policy Commitment

- BLIHR, OHCHR, UN GC, the ‘Policies’ section in “A guide for integrating human rights into business management”: [www.integrating-humanrights.org/policies_home](www.integrating-humanrights.org/policies_home)
- IPIECA:
  - “Local content strategy: a guidance document for the oil and gas industry”: [www.ipieca.org/sites/default/files/publications/Local_Content.pdf](www.ipieca.org/sites/default/files/publications/Local_Content.pdf)
  - “Human Rights Training Toolkit for the Oil and Gas Industry – 3rd edition”
  - “Human Rights: Promoting a culture of respect and good practice”

II. Assessing Human Rights Impacts

- IPIECA:
  - “A guide to social impact assessment in the oil and gas industry”
  - “Health Impact Assessments”
  - “Health Risk Assessment”
  - “Health Performance Indicators”
  - All available at: [www.ipieca.org](www.ipieca.org)

UN Global Compact:

**Migrant and Agency Workers:**
- End Human Trafficking Now: [www.endhumantraffickingnow.com](http://www.endhumantraffickingnow.com)
- Global Business Coalition Against Trafficking: [www.gbcat.org](http://www.gbcat.org)
- ILO:
  - ILO Convention No 189 on domestic workers
- UN Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families: [www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cmw.htm](http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cmw.htm)
- UN Global Initiative to Fight Human Trafficking: [www.ungift.org](http://www.ungift.org)

**Country Risk Analysis:**
- Human Rights Watch, World Reports: [www.hrw.org/publications](http://www.hrw.org/publications)
- ILO, Country information: [www.ilo.org/normlex](http://www.ilo.org/normlex)
- US State Department, Annual Human Rights Reports: [www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrpt/](http://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrpt/)
III. Integrating & Acting


Stakeholder Engagement:

- IFC:
  - “Stakeholder Engagement: A good practice handbook for companies doing business in emerging markets”: www1.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/938f1a0048855805beacfe6a6515bb18/IFC_StakeholderEngagement.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
- UN Global Compact page on “Stakeholder Engagement” (contains a number of resources and tools): www.unglobalcompact.org/Issues/human_rights/Tools_and_Guidance_Materials.html#stakeholder
- World Resources Institute, “Breaking Ground: Engaging Communities in Extractive and Infrastructure Projects”: www.wri.org/publication/breaking-ground-engaging-communities
- Luc Zandvliet and Mary B. Anderson, Getting it Right: Making Corporate-Community Relations Work (Greenleaf Publishing, 2009)

Guidance on Operating in High-risk and Conflict Areas

- IPIECA, “Guide to operating in areas of conflict for the oil and gas industry”: www.ipieca.org/sites/default/files/publications/conflict_guide_0.pdf
- OECD,
- UN Global Compact,
- The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights
- The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights Implementation Guidance Tools
  - [Video] The Only Government We See: www.shiftproject.org/video/only-government-we-see-building-company-community-dialogue-nigeria

Indigenous Peoples’ Rights and Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC):
- ILO:
IV. Tracking

- Ethical Trading Initiative, Base Code: www.ethicaltrade.org/eti-base-code
- Global Reporting Initiative:
  - G4 Guidelines: www.globalreporting.org/reporting/g4/Pages/default.aspx

V. Communicating

- Global Reporting Initiative:
  - G4 Guidelines: www.globalreporting.org/reporting/g4/Pages/default.aspx
  - "GRI G3.1 OGSS Content Index Cross-Referenced to IPIECA Guidance": www.globalreporting.org/resourcelibrary/OGSS-to-IPIECA-Mapping.pdf
- IFC:
  - “Access to Information Policy”: www1.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/corp_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/ifc+projects+database/projects/access+to+information+policy
  - “Policy on Environmental and Social Sustainability”: www1.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/7540778049a792dcb87efa9c6a8312a/SP_English_2012.pdf?MOD=AJPERES

VI. Remedy and Operational-Level Grievance Mechanisms

Reports

- CSR Europe, “Company mechanisms for addressing human rights complaints” (draft): www.csreurope.org/data/files/Publications/Company_Mechanisms_for_Address...
- IFC, “Good Practice Note: Addressing Grievances from Project-Affected Communities”: www1.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/cbe7b18048855348ae6cfe6a6515bb18/IFC%2BGrievance%2BMechanisms.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CACHEID=cbe7b18048855348ae6cfe6a6515bb18
- IFC, MIGA, Compliance Advisor Ombudsman: www.cao-ombudsman.org/

Institutions/Organisations
- ACCESS Facility: www.accessfacility.org/
- OECD National Contact Points: www.oecd.org/daf/internationalinvestment/guidelinesformultinationalenterprises/nationalcontactpointsfortheocdguidelinesformultinationalenterprises.htm
Annex 2: Key Concepts

Note: Many of the below key concepts have been drawn from the UN OHCHR Interpretive Guide to the Corporate Responsibility to Respect Human Rights.

**Actual human rights impact**
An “actual human rights impact” is a negative impact that has already occurred or is occurring.

**Assessing human rights impacts**
The first of the four stages of Human Rights Due Diligence, undertaken in order to identify and assess any negative impacts on human rights with which a company may be involved. This includes both actual impacts (past or current) and potential impacts (those possible in the future), and impacts that occur through the company’s own activities and through its business relationships.

**Business relationships**
Business relationships refer to those relationships a business enterprise has with business partners, entities in its value chain and any other non-state or state entity directly linked to its business operations, products or services. They include indirect business relationships in its value chain, beyond the first tier, and minority as well as majority shareholding positions in joint ventures.

**Complicity**
Complicity has both legal and non-legal meanings. As a legal matter, most national legislations prohibit complicity in the commission of a crime, and a number allow for the criminal liability of business enterprises in such cases. The weight of international criminal law jurisprudence indicates that the relevant standard for aiding and abetting is “knowingly providing practical assistance or encouragement that has a substantial effect on the commission of a crime”. As a non-legal matter, companies may be perceived as being “complicit” in the acts of another party where, for example, they are seen to benefit from an abuse committed by that party.

The human rights due diligence process should uncover risks of non-legal (or perceived) as well as legal complicity and generate appropriate responses.

**Communicating human rights performance**
In the context of the corporate responsibility to respect, communicating is the set of processes through which companies are able to account externally for how they address their actual and potential human rights impacts. This is particularly important when concerns are raised by or on behalf of affected stakeholders. Communication needs to be appropriate to the company’s impacts in terms of its form, frequency, accessibility, and the adequacy of information provided. Where companies have severe human rights risks or impacts they should publicly report formally on how they address them.

**Corporate responsibility to respect human rights**
The corporate responsibility to respect human rights means that companies should avoid infringing on the rights of others and should address negative impacts with which they may be involved.

**Effectiveness criteria for non-judicial grievance mechanisms**
The Guiding Principles set out eight “effectiveness criteria” for non-judicial grievance mechanisms. They should be: legitimate, accessible, predictable, equitable, transparent, rights-compatible, based on dialogue and engagement, and a source of continuous learning. While these criteria mostly relate to the quality of processes, they include an important requirement that outcomes should be in line with internationally-recognised human rights. (See further Guiding Principle 31)

**Embedding**
Embedding can be thought of as the macro-level process of ensuring that the company’s responsibility to respect human rights is driven across the organisation, into its business values and culture. It requires that all personnel
are aware of the enterprise's human rights policy commitment, understand its implications for how they conduct their work, are trained, empowered and incentivised to act in ways that support the commitment, and regard it as intrinsic to the core values of the workplace. Embedding is one continual process, generally driven from the top of the company. (See further “Human rights policy commitment” and “Integration”)

**Gross human rights abuses**

There is no uniform definition of gross human rights abuses in international law, but the following practices would generally be included: genocide, slavery and slavery-like practices, summary or arbitrary executions, torture, enforced disappearances, and arbitrary and prolonged detention. Other kinds of human rights abuses, including of economic, social and cultural rights, can also count as gross abuses if they are grave and systematic, for example abuses taking place on a large scale or targeted at particular population groups.

**Host state**

The term “host state” is used to define the state where the O&G company’s activities take place. In the case of either a National Oil Company (NOC) or an International Oil Company (IOC), this may also be the company’s home state: that is, the state where it has its corporate headquarters.

**Human rights due diligence**

Human rights due diligence is an ongoing risk management process that a reasonable and prudent company needs to follow in order to identify, prevent, mitigate and account for how it addresses its negative human rights impacts. It includes four key steps: assessing actual and potential human rights impacts, integrating and acting on the findings, tracking responses, and communicating how impacts are addressed.

**Human rights policy commitment**

A statement approved at the highest levels of the business that shows it is committed to respecting human rights and is communicated internally and externally. (See further “Embedding” and “Integration”)

**Human rights risks**

A company’s human rights risks are any risks that its operations may lead to one or more negative human rights impacts. They therefore relate to its potential human rights impacts. In traditional risk assessment, risk takes account of both the consequences of an event (its “severity”) and its probability. In the context of human rights risk, severity is the predominant factor. Probability may be relevant in helping prioritise the order in which potential impacts are addressed in some circumstances (see “severe human rights impact” below). Importantly, a company’s human rights risks are the risks that its operations pose to human rights. This is separate from any risks that involvement in human rights impacts may pose to the enterprise, although the two are increasingly related.

**Integration**

Integration can be thought of as the micro-level process of taking the findings about a particular potential impact, identifying who in the enterprise needs to be involved in addressing it and securing effective action to prevent or mitigate the impacts. If the macro-level process of “embedding” the corporate responsibility to respect human rights in the company’s culture has been effective, the company is more likely to be successful in its efforts at integrating and acting on individual impacts. (See further “Embedding” and “Human rights policy commitment”)

**Internationally recognised human rights**

The Guiding Principles define these as the rights in the [International Bill of Human Rights](#) (meaning the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights) and the principles concerning fundamental rights set out in the International Labour Organisation’s Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.

**Investment agreement**

Broadly defined, an investment agreement is an agreement signed between a foreign investors and a host state for an investment project giving rights to a licensee to explore for and/or produce natural resources. Also known as “Host Government Agreements”, they range in form from Production Sharing Agreements (PSAs), Licenses, and Concession Agreements.
Leading human rights risks

The leading human rights for a company are those that stand out as being most at risk. This will typically vary according to its sector and operating context. The Guiding Principles make clear that companies should not focus exclusively on the leading human rights issues and ignore others that might arise. But the leading human rights risks will logically be the ones on which it concentrates its primary efforts. (Also referred to as the most “salient” human rights risks in the Interpretive Guide to the Corporate Responsibility to Respect Human Rights)

Legitimate Trade Unions

Organisations that exist to represent workers and are controlled by their members.

Leverage

Leverage is an advantage that gives power to influence. In the context of the Guiding Principles, it refers to the ability of a company to effect change in the wrongful practices of another party that is causing or contributing to a negative human rights impact.

Mitigation

The mitigation of negative human rights impact refers to actions taken to reduce its extent, with any residual impact then requiring remediation. The mitigation of human rights risks refers to actions taken to reduce the likelihood of a certain negative impact occurring.

Negative human rights impact

A “negative human rights impact” occurs when an action removes or reduces the ability of an individual to enjoy his or her human rights.

Potential human rights impact

A “potential human rights impact” is a negative impact that may occur but has not yet done so.

Prevention

The prevention of negative a human rights impact refers to actions taken to ensure such impact does not occur.

Operational-level grievance mechanism

An operational-level grievance mechanism (OLGM) is a formalised means for affected stakeholders to raise concerns about any impact they believe a company has had on them in order to receive remedy. Companies should establish or participate in effective OLGMs for stakeholders who may be negatively impacted by their activities, in order that grievances may be addressed early and remediated directly. Such mechanisms should not preclude access to judicial or other state-based processes, or undermine the role of legitimate trade unions. The mechanism should help to identify problems early, before they escalate, and provide solutions that offer remedy to anyone impacted. (See further “Effectiveness criteria for non-judicial grievance mechanisms”)

Remediation/remedy

Remediation and remedy refer to both the processes of providing remedy for an negative human rights impact and the substantive outcomes that can counteract, or make good, the negative impact. These outcomes may take a range of forms, such as apologies, restitution, rehabilitation, financial or non-financial compensation, and punitive sanctions (whether criminal or administrative, such as fines), as well as the prevention of harm through, for example, injunctions or guarantees of non-repetition.

Severe human rights impact

The commentary to the Guiding Principles defines a severe human rights impact with reference to its scale, scope and irremediable character. This means that its gravity and the number of individuals that are or will be affected (for instance, from the delayed effects of environmental harm) will both be relevant considerations. “Irremediability” is the third relevant factor, used here to mean any limits on the ability to restore those affected to a situation at least the same as, or equivalent to, their situation before the impact. For these purposes, financial compensation is relevant only to the extent that it can provide for such restoration.

Stakeholder/affected stakeholder

A stakeholder refers to any individual who may affect or be affected by an organisation’s activities. An affected stakeholder refers here specifically to an individual whose human rights has been affected by a company’s operations, products or services. A potentially affected stakeholder is an individual whose human rights may be affected by the company’s operations, products or services.
Stakeholder engagement/consultation
Stakeholder engagement or consultation refers here to an ongoing process of interaction and dialogue between a company and its potentially affected stakeholders that enables the company to hear, understand and respond to their interests and concerns, including through collaborative approaches.

State duty to protect
The state duty to protect requires that states take appropriate steps to prevent, investigate, punish and redress any human rights abuse by companies within their territory and/or jurisdiction through effective policies, legislation, regulations and adjudication.

Tracking human rights performance
Tracking is the process by which a company monitors and evaluates whether it has responded effectively to human rights risks and impacts.

Upstream
Upstream oil and gas activities in this Guide refers to activities throughout the project lifecycle of identifying and extracting oil and gas reserves: from project pre-feasibility, through feasibility, development (including construction), implementation (including production), to decommissioning and post-closure. It excludes the refinement of oil and gas, its distribution, sale, or conversion into different commercial and consumer products.

Value chain
A business enterprise’s value chain encompasses the activities that convert input into output by adding value. It includes entities with which it has a direct or indirect business relationship and which either (a) supply products or services that contribute to the enterprise’s own products or services, or (b) receive products or services from the enterprise.

Vulnerability or marginalisation/Vulnerable or marginalised individuals or groups
Vulnerability can stem from an individual’s status or characteristics (race, color, sex, language, religion national or social origin, property, disability birth, age or other status) or from their circumstances (poverty or economic disadvantage, dependence on unique natural resources, illiterate, ill health). Those vulnerabilities may be reinforced through norms, societal practices, or legal barriers. Vulnerable or marginalised individuals typically experience negative impacts more severely than others. These individuals, or the groups they are part of, may require specific, and if necessary separate, consultation and mitigation measures to ensure that negative impacts do not fall disproportionately on them, and are appropriately avoided, mitigated or compensated.